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WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

College of Education

TO HONOR
DEAN TATE C. PAGE
on his retirement
you are invited
TO AN OPEN HOUSE
on
Sunday Afternoon, April 29, 2 - 5 p.m.
College of Education Building
Western Kentucky University

****
As a personal memento from his friends, we would
like to present to Dean Tate C. Page at the open house a
Book of Letters written by you and other of his friends.
Will you please write a letter to him this week, if possible, (time is short) so that we may include it in the
book.
Send it to:
Dr. C. Charles Clark
College of Education
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
We would appreciate your helping us by inviting
any of his friends whom we might be unable to contact to
come to the open house and to write a letter to be included
in "The Book."
Enclosure

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

College of Education

HONORING DEAN PAGE

To honor Doctor Page on his retirement from
Western Kentucky University at the end of this school
year, his colleagues would like to share with you
an opportunity to participate in one or both of the
following projects:
We hope to establish a Tate C. Page Scholarship
to be awarded annually to a promising young educator
preparing for a 'leadership role in Kentucky education.
This project will partially continue the work to which
Doctor Page has devoted his professional life: helping
young educators.
If you would like to participate in
this project, will you please send your contribution
(tax deductible) to the Page Scholarship Fund in care of
Dr. c. Charles Clark.
There is a strong feeling among some colleagues
and friends (some in fields other than education) that
we should present to Doctor Page a tangible token of our
appreciation for his many years of loyal service to
Kentucky and to education in our state.
The gift, to be
determined, will include the names of friends making it
possible.
If you would like to share in this personal
gift, will you please send your contribution marked
Personal Gift to:
Dr. C. Charles Clark
College of Education
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101

.
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Pl'rsonnel Form 4
(Revised 4-1·72)

!

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

'

Date Prepared

NOTICE OF PERSONNEL ACTION

Date of Birth

Name

Social Security No.

Department

Faculty Rank, Occupational Title or Ppsition

Class Grade

Address

Position Number

Account to be
New Position _ _ Replacement_ _ Charged

Effective Date of Action

EMPLOYEE STATUS

TYPE OF ACTION

TYPE PAYMENT

( ) Permanent

( ) Appointment

( ) 9 Months Contract Paid
Over 12 Months Period

( ) Temporary

( ) Resignation

( ) Probationary

( ) Salary Adjustment

( ) Full Time

( ) Summer Stipend

( ) Part Time

( ) Special Project

( ) Monthly (12 Months)

( ) Monthly (11 Months)
( ) Hourly
( ) Honorarium

( ) Leave of Absence
( ) Other (Explain)
( ) Other (Explain)

New Salary

Present Salary

Remarks:

Recommended:

Date

Title

Date

Title

Approved:

Date

President

Date

Vice President

FOR PERSONNEL USE
PERS
MONTH

PRCLK

INS CLK
GROSS

FICA

KY.RET.

White - President's Office

FED.

STATE

Blue - Payroll

CITY

WN

cw

Pink - Retain

BC

TR

BONDS

Yellow - Personnel Services

NET

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

April 24, 1973
Office of the Dean
College of Education

Dr. Dero Downing, President
Western Kentucky University
Administration Building
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Dear President Downing:
I submit this letter of resignation to become effective August 15,
1973, with deep and mixed emotions. Having spent 25 years of my
life in Kentucky I have deep emotional ties not only with Western
but the State as well. Tearing out my Western roots is a trying
experience.
My years at Western have been hectic but soul satisfying. It has
been my privilege to have spent these past seventeen years associated
with this great institution. I shall remain eternally grateful for
having had the opportunity to work with the finest students in any
university. My great satisfaction has been to have served these
students, the staff of the College of Education, and the public
schools. I retire with no regrets, and with the sincere hope that
Western will remain the outstanding people's university it has always
been.
I wish you and everyone who has gone that extra mile the very best.
Sincerely,

.'::::::'\ .(: \••:.:. n

c·~

~~'

<c,,-~<.__;

Dr. Tate C. Page, Dean
College of Education
Western Kentucky University
TCP:dcm

Personnel Form 4
(Revised 4-1-72)

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

Dr. Tate C. Page

Name

Address

Social Security No.

College of Education

Department

May 7, 1973

Date Prepared

NOTICE OF PERSONNEL ACTION

Date of Birth

Dean

Faculty Rank, Occupational Title or Ppsition

815 Newman, Bowling Green, Ky. 42101

Account to be
New Position _ _ Replacement_ _ Charged

3-20-Fl

Position Number

Class Grade

August 15, 1973

Effective Date of Action

EMPLOYEE STATUS

TYPE OF ACTION

TYPE PAYMENT

( ) Permanent

( ) Appointment

( ) 9 Months Contract Paid
Over 12 Months Period

( ) Temporary

( ) Resignation

( ) Probationary

( ) Salary Adjustment

( ) Full Time

( ) Summer Stipend

( ) Part Time

( ) Special Project

( ) Monthly (12 Months)

( ) Monthly (11 Months)
( ) Hourly

( ) Honorarium
( ) Leave of Absence
(

""'.2·~

-? y

(p

zr

) Other (Explain)

(X) Other (Explain)

Retirement
New Salary

Present Salary

Remarks:

Recommended:

Date

Title

(r};~:;Yj/;i~'J
~

PERS

MON

Approved:
7

'd,/J,

,/

/

t"

v<,k/)/'-/

,

Vice President

FOR PERSONNEL USE

Title

'5-7-73

Date

A::::

President

Date

,

,, "". /;.,.7,./:?,,,:::._.-;:,',,,.7 ,-✓

Date

..~---

,,,.t;",4 J{, !},:~

;;;" ~ ,:;JPR CLK (})('.)

INS CLK )~ f_,

ROSS

FICA

KY,RET,

White - President's Office

FED.

STATE

Blue - l'ayroll

CITY

WN

Pink - Retain

cw

BC

TR

BONDS

Yellow - Personnel Services

NET

1
• ,ESTERN

KENTUCKY UN!VEh ..

)ry

BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

Office of the Vice~President
for Academic Affairs and Dean of the Faculties

April 25, 1972

Dr, Tate C. Page, Dean
College of Education
Western Kentucky University
Dear Dr. Page:
As you have no doubt already been informed, you
have been awarded a sabbatical leave for the 1972 suinn,er session.
Let me cxtencl n,y congratulations to you on this award.
In the interest of clarity let n,e emphasize two
points relative to these awards. These awards are macle wholly
upon the assumption that the recipient will use the leave for the
purpose outlined in his proposal. Second, recipients are required
under the leave guidelines to submit a written report to the Dean of
the Faculties upon the conclusion of the leave activities,
Once again let me congratulate you on this award
and wish you a most procluctive and fulfilling leave. With best
personal regards, I an1
Sincerely,

/22fr"--«,,(

d

(fLuuac/

c t ; ~ n d L. Cravens
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
and Dean of the
RLC:vr
cc: President Dero Downing
--Mr. James Tomes

fvD

JLµvJ,I.,

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSI,

1

BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY 42101

April lZ, 197Z
Office of the P:resldent

Dear Dr. Tate C. Page:
On January Z6, l 97Z, the Board of Regents authorized the preparation of
the operating budget for 197Z-73. The Board gave approval to the recommendation
that continued priority be given to strengthening the salary structure, Consequently,
the area of salary increments has been given prime consideration in the development of the operating budget.
I am pleased to notify you that your regular salary bas been increased from

$

--------- $--------25,548

to

26, 748

, effective August H, 1972.

The stipend paid for teaching during the summer ses,sion is currently being
reviewed and analyzed, This is to advise you that, pendim,g the completion of this
study, individual summer stipends for 1973 will not exceed the amount an individual
will be eligible to receive in the summer of 197Z,
The degree of success which Western may achieve fa, the fulfillment of its
stated purposes and objectives is dependent on the coordim,ated efforts of each of us,
It is the position of the University that faculty members cannot fulfill their responsibilities in a professional manner if they undertake other i,ainful activities which
interfere with their duties and responsibilities at We sterro.,, The conditions of your
continued employment must conform to the stipulations olf the current faculty load
guidelines in every respect. 'Any special assignment for which teaching load credit
is granted can be permitted only with proper ·administrative approval. You are also
expected to maintain office hours, be available for counsding with students, and
attend faculty meetings and commencement programs.

I would like to express my personal appreciation am,d the appreciation of the
University for all that you have done to make it possible for Western to fulfill its
role in higher education. I pledge to you my personal smwport and the support of
the President's Office in our continued efforts to provide an atmosphere in which
you can realize greater professional achievements and im, which the University will
reach new levels of aecomplishment.
Best wishes are extended to you for continued succc:ess in the important work
which you are doing, and I invite you to call upon me if 11.can be of assistance to
you in the future.

jd
Enclosure

i
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

April 12, 1971
Office of The President

Dear Dr. Tate C. Page:
At the meeting of the Board of Regents on January 9, 1971, authorization was given to proceed with the preparation of the 1971-72 operating budget.
The Board endorsed the recommendation for continued priority to be given to the
strengthening of the University salary schedule, with instructions to proceed in
accordance with previously approved plan. As a result, the matter of salary increments is again given prime consideration as a part of the Western operating
budget.
I am happy to inform you that your regular salary has been increased
from $__2_4..:..,_1_0_8_ _ _ __

to $_ _2_5...:,_5_4_8_ _ _ _ _ _ , effective Augl)st 16, 1971.

The degree of success which Western may achieve in the fulfillment
of its stated purposes and objectives is dependent upon the coordinated and combined efforts of each of us. In pledging to you my personal support and the
support of the President's Office, let me also express to you the appreciation of
the University for the contribution which you are making to the continued progress and development of the school.
Best wishes are extended to you and yours, and I invite you to call
upon me if I can be of help in the future.
Sincerely yours,

~~~h,~~2
r
Dero G. D~wning.
President

'I

DGD/gb
Encl.

i

")

)

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

April 3, 1 970
Office o! The President

_Dear Dr. Tate C. Page:
At the meeting of the Board of Regents on February 21, 1970, authorization
was given to proceed with the preparation of the 1970- 71 operating budget. The
Board endorsed the recommendation for continued priority to be given to the strengthening of the University salary schedule, with instructions to proceed in accordance
with previously approved plan. As a result, the matter of salary increments is again
given prime consideration as a part of the Western operating budget.

I am happy to inform you that your regular salary has been increased from

$_ _2_2__,_,_s_o_o_ _ _ _ _ _

to

$___2_4..c..,_1_08_ _ _ _ __

, effective August 16, 1970.

Your present appointment, as you know, extends to September 1. However,
the revised calendar for the coming academic year makes it desirable to adjust the
effective date of the new appointment. I trust you will find this arrangement to your
liking. You will continue to be paid on the first of each month; however, the check
which you will receive on September 1 will reflect the salary increment effective
August 16. Your appointment under this contract will terminate August 15, 1971.
The degree of success which Western may achieve in the fulfillment of its
stated purposes and objectives is dependent upon the coordinated and combined effor.t.s of each of us . •In pledging to you my personal support and the support of the
President's Office, ·1et me•also express to you the appreciation of the University
for the contribution which you are making to the continueft progress and development o\ the school.
'Best wishes are extended to you and yours, and I invite you to call-upon me if I can be of help in the future.
Sincerely yours,

~/4~- ' -Dero G. Downing
President
DGD/mch
Encl.

~

"-·1

PERSONNEL FORM 4
(Revised 5-1-69)

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

Date Prepared _ _ _
J_u_n_e_l_7~,_1_9_6_9_ _ _ __

NOTICE OF PERSONNEL ACTION
Head Start Orientation

Department

Page

Name

LAST

Address

c.

Tate
FIRST

Grise Hall -

----~

Account to be charged 23-227-101-1
Social Security No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MIDDLE

WKU

Telephone No.

New Position _ _

Replacement _ _
Dean, College of Education
Faculty Rank, Occupational Title, or Position Professor of Education
Female _ _

Male __lL_

Single _ _

Married ____x_

Date of Birth

Class Grade __
Position No. _ _ _ _ __

Widow(er) _ _

Effective Date of Action Jtme 1 June 30, 196

EMPLOYEE STATUS

TYPE OF ACTION

TYPE PAYMENT

o Permanent

□

Appointment

□

9 Months Contract Paid Over 9 Months Period

□

Temporary

□

Resignation

□

9 Months Contract Paid Over 12 Months Period

□

Pmbationary

□

Increment

□

11 Months Contract Paid Over 11 Months Period

□

Full Time

□

Salary Adjustment

□

12 Months Contract Paid Over 12 Months Period

□

Part Time

□

Summer Stipend

□

Hourly

N Special Project
□

Leave of Absence

□

Other (Explain) ,

}{I Honorarium
□

Other (Explain)

New Salary _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Salary
MONTHLY

ANNUALLY

MONTHLY

ANNUALLY

Remarks:
Honorarium for working in Head Start Orientation
June 5,6
$100.00

Signature o Department Head or Auth ·zed Official

~?V
,~~~~

Additional Signature When Required

WHITE• PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

YELLOW• PERSONNEL

BLUE· PERSONNEL, PAYROLL SECTION

Personnel Form 4

June 2, 1969
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

Teacher Corps
N.T.C. In-Service Gra~¥
23-217 101-1
(A-4, Inst. cost)

NOTICE OF PERSONNEL ACTION

Teacher corps

Department

c.
Tate
Ji,1IDDL.E.
.FIRST
\LJean, ColJ.ege of Eaucation)

Social Security No,

Page.

Name

l,,..(\ST

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone No.
Class Grade ____

Replacement

New Position

Faculty Rank, Occupational Title, or Position
Female _ __

Male _ __

Married _ __

Single

Effective Date of Action

Date of Birth

Widow (er)

May 1, 6, 13, 20,
and 27

EMPLOYEE STATUS

TYPE OF ACTION

TYPE PAYMENT

□

Permanent

□

Appointment

□

Xi Temporary

□

Resignation

□

Probationary

□

Increment

Full Time

□

Salary Adjustment

Part Time

□

Summer Stipend

□

□
□

9 Months Contract Paid Over
9 Months Period
9 Months Contract Paid Over
12 Months Period

□

Monthly

□

Hourly

:ro Honorarium
:Ki Special Project

Teacher Corps
□

□

Leave of Absence

□

Other (Explain)

New Salary

Present Salary

Other (Explain)

$250.00

This is to certify:
Co~~ultant gervices - 5 days@ $50
/>'C
,I

Remarks:

L. ---/lt.t-<t:, .,;;_. ,;,,(..

t

Si nature of Department Head

~~-.'---"->✓

,~~=
Additional Signature When Reqmred
-----7

/~

2

I::

.

~»✓~<$-=-

White

~

President~s Office

Yellow

M

Business Office

Blue

w

Departmental

Personnel Form 4

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

NOTICE OF PERSONNEL ACTION
Department
Name

College of Ed.

c.

Tate

Page
LAST

FIRST

(404) 23-221

(Human Rel. Center

104-00

Social Secmity No.

MIDDLE

Address

Telephone No.
Class Grade _ __

Replacement

New Position

Faculty Rank, Occupational Title, or Position
Male _ __

Female _ __

Married _ __

Single

Effective Date of Action

Date of Birth

EMPLOYEE STATUS

TYPE OF ACTION

de Permanent

□

Appointment

□
□

Temporary

o Resignation

□

Probationary

□

Increment

Full Time

□

Salary Adjustment

Part Time

□

Summer Stipend

□

Special Project

□

Leave of Absence

□

May 2, 1969

TYPE PAYMENT

□

□

Widow (er) _ __

9 Months Contract Paid Over
9 Months Period
9 Months Contract Paid Over
12 Months Period

□

Monthly

□

Homly

□

Honorarium

Xl Other (Explain) One time

Xi Other (Explain)

2-15
5-1

payment.

1 day
1 day

TOTAL= 2 days
Present Salary

$100.00

New Salary

Remarks: Dr. Tate Page served as a consultant in structuring two
conferences.
He participated on the Program and served as
a resource person for the Center.
Signature of Department Head
r Aut~orized Of~icial,-..··-..
-

°"::·=:,)

J
!

en

L'tlt,

")ecnz:;c>a.[

-

.. _)

equ

//A-µ~){!

~L~

White - President~s Office

e....

~<~.//

I

Approv~tl: _,;,.--,,,,c:~,:,=~~l.f:~~

Pres;
Yellow - Business Office

Blue - Departmental

I
Personnel Form 4

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

NOTICE OF PERSONNEL ACTION
Talent Identification and Utilization

Department
Name

Page, Tate
LAST

c.

23-215-101-1

Social Security No.

FIRST

MIDDLE

Address

Telephone No.
Replacement

New Position - - -

Class Grade - - -

--,

Faculty Rank. Occupational Title. or Position
Male - - -

Female - - -

Single - - -

Married - - -

Widow (er) - - -

Effective Date of Action Nov, 26, 1968

Date of Birth

-

EMPLOYEE STATUS

TYPE OF ACTION

TYPE PAYMENT

M Permanent

□

Appointment

□

□

Temporary

□

Resignation

□

□

Probationary

□

Increment

□

Full Time

□

Salary Adjustment

□

Part Time

□

Summer Stipend

9 Months Contract Paid Over
9 Months Period
9 Months Contract Paid Over
12 Months Period

□

Monthly

□

Hourly

o Honorarium
iX Special Prnject
iX Other (Explain)
□

Leave of Absence

□

Other (Explain)

One-payment only

Present Salary

New Salary
Dr. Page spoke at the Regional Conference #7 at
Remarks:
Hopkinsville at $50.00 per day as Enrichment
<~.?
Program Coo rd ina tor.
7
·
•.
Total
- />;;:~:>·/,,.-t,£'L1/LI: A'
),<'. c;,.-z..
Signature of Department Head
or Authorized Official /' . .,7

- - -

·

/_ )/2£/.P.,,?"J/'MP1:flf
.•,
/ (;:>>p
t L;:/ -~~?v--=.,-·
0-;;;::--1

Addi tiptfal Signatufe When Required

''\. .

/'

~/\ e ..
Approveu•,.
•· (!_.,

- - -

Q

$50.00

~··~

/2

/

: ,. Yr

&-<

·,P-~•L.-

Prnsi~ of the University
White - Presidentios Office

Yellow • Business Office

Blue - Departmental

I
Personnel Form 4

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

NOTICE OF PERSONNEL ACTION

Name

23-215-101-l

Talent Identificatbn and Utilization

Department

Page. Tate C.
LAST

Social Security No.
MIDDLE

FIRST

Telephone No.

Address

Class Grade

Replacement

New Position

Faculty Rank, Occupational Title, or Position
Male _ __

Female

___

Married _ __

Single

Widow (er) _ _

Effective Date of Action November 11~68

Date of Birth

TYPE OF ACTION

TYPE PAYMENT

Permanent

o Appointment

o Temporary

o Resignation

o 9 Months Contract Paid Over
9 Months Period
o 9 Months Contract Paid Over
12 Months Period

o Prnbationary

□

EMPLOYEE STATUS
~

Increment
D

~

Full Time

Monthly

o Salary Adjustment
o Hourly

o Part Time

o Summer Stipend

o Honorarium
cixSpecial Prnject
oXOther (Explain)

One-time payment

o Leave of Absence
o Other (Explain)

Present Salary
Remarks:

New Salary

Dr. Page spoke at our Regional Conference #3 on Oct. 24, 1968
$50.00 per day.
as an Enrichment Program Coordinator
@

L~ 11,c,<A,&-.-J
Signature of Department Head
or Autl rized Official /)

White - President~s Office

Yellow - Business Office

Blue - Departmental

Personnel Form 4

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

NOTICE OF PERSONNEL ACTION

Name

23-215-101-l

Talent Identification and Utilization

Department

Social Security No.

Eage, Tate r.
MIDDLE

FIRST

LAST

Telephone No.

Address

Class Grade . ___

Replacement - - -

New Position - - -

Faculty Rank, Occupational Title, or Position
Male ___

Female - - - -

Widow (er) ___

Married ___

Single - - -

Effective Date of Action November 15, 1968

Date of Birth

EMPLOYEE STATUS

TYPE OF ACTION

TYPE PAYMENT

0 Permanent

o Appointment

o 9 Months Contract Paid Over
9 Months Period
o 9 Months Contract Paid Over
12 Months Period

□

□

Temporary

o Increment

o Probationary
'.Iii

Resignation

o Monthly
o Salary Adjustment

Full Time

o Hourly
o Summer Stipend

o Part Time

o Honorarium
IX

Special Project
~

o Leave of Absence
□

Other (Explain)
One-time payment

Other (Explain)

New Salary

Present Salary

Dr. Page spoke at our Regional ronference #4 at
Burkesville on November 7, 1968 at $50.00 per
~
day, as Enrichment Program coordinator.
TOTAL
Signatme of Department Head
o,·A
·ectOffi~
,_/
/
Remarks:

~~/..o:
y

/~,,L..,__
-

Adctit~ Signature When Requii'ed

- - - - -

~
Approv~~·-,

$50.00

~.?.'..a~~,.,_
' f~~~~
~

.

.

. ~--,P·'"'\.___",,

Presi&Znt of the University
White

~

President~s Office

Yellow

~

Business Office

Blue

~

Departmental

MEMORANDUM TO:

President Kelly Thompson

SUBJECT

1964- 65 Faculty Appointment

l hereby acknowledge receipt of your salary letter of
April 6, 1964, in which you have set forth the conditions of my
appointment for the 1964-65 school year.
l hereby accept
decline

this appointment

I also accept all responsibilities attendant to my position and pledge my continuing cooperation toward the budding
of a greater Western.

WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

April 13, 1959

OFFICE: OF' THE PRESIDENT

All Faculty and Administrative
Sta££ Members, and Other Employees

Please fill in the information indicated
below and return to the President.

The date of my birth is -

~
Day

Personnel Form 5

r- G - 73

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
ACADEMIC PERSONNEL RECORD

(Last)

1

Page,

Nome

(First)

(Initial)

Tate

C.

M

'(";

,

M<;1rito!
StotCJs:

3

,,

!ii

3
Dote
of Birth

8

M

Wanda

Nome of
Spouse:

w.

15

/

i......,

,te Joined
'Western Faculty:

-,

·.

✓

Sept.

~,
l

1'; 'r

~·

- -,,_.,

,:;_

,

12

1956

Telephone Number:

Employment
Contract:

(

( ) 9 months
(i.-1'12 months

I

/_,

"Full Time
Port Time

Dote Tenure
Established:

jEY

17
Type of
Payment

Other
Specify:

17

Dote Joined Kentucky
Teachers' Retirement System:

19

18

F

Member of B!ue Cross•Blue Shield?

If Yes, Give Effective Date:

21

20

Pi?_Of

Faculty Ronk:

C__.,, L

Area of Primary Responsibility:

Education
Department:

22

(SF

23

~J 0

,

Area of Secondary Responsibility:

26

25

24

Dote:

Degree:

Institution Awarding
B.S. or A.B. Degree:

29

28

27

Dote:

Degree:

Institution Awarding
M.S. or M.A. Degree:

32

31

?"-,

Dote:

Degree:

.-,istitution Awarding
Ph.D or Ed. D. Degree:

35

34

33

Degree:

Institution Awarding
Other Degree(s):

Dote:

37

36

Leave of Absence .. Inclusive Dates:

Leave of Absence~ Inclusive Dotes:

38

Remarks:

6, 1908

Page

14

13
Tenure
Established?

';'"'1: -

16

15
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Tate C, Pa~ dean of
:Western Ken ucky University
iCollege of Education, was elecited to the development board of
•the Central l\lldwestern Region.I
al Educational Laboratory at a
. meeting Saturday on
the i
·campus of Memphis State University,

The board will operate during
the laboratory's three .. month
development period which Is
being financed by a $100,000
grnnt from . the U.S. Office of
·Education,
! The laboratory, headquartered In St. Louis, will eventually
Setve ns a uclearing house"
,for educational research and
development in a region comprised of part of eastern Mis:souri, middle and western Ten:nessee, middle and western
,Kentucky and southern Illinois,
. Eleven other laboratories
!_across the nation are in the
;development stage, under title
~ or the Elementary and Sec,ondary Education Act of 1965.
: The Central Midwestern Lab.oratory is an independent, nonprofit cor.peratlon designed to
,improve the classroom work
lcarried on in hundreds of ele'mentnry and secondary schools
,in tJ1e region, according to a
·news release fl'om the labora-l
,tory,
i A r.overnlng board will be
felcdcd .in June, with Its mem-,
lbl'rs 11 sclcctcd from, arid broadlv representative of
the
region's educational institutions
:and their respnnsive and supportive organization, 0
Thus,
1.he board would include rep:r('sentativcs of public and pri1vate unlvcrsltil's and colleges 1
school boards, public and prl~•nte
school administrators,
stntc department. of education,
•tl'nchcrs, industry and labor,
'.civic and cultural organizations.
· 1
· The Jnborntory Is expected to
receive • first-year grant of $1
million about June 1, following
Its development period.
.I
1

MARGIE HELM LIBRARY
wrc::rrr,,1\1 1/FI\JTlll'l(Y , ,~1111ro~ITY

October 13, 1967

Dr. Eether L. Brown
1404 Eaet Mumford Driv,~
Urbana, Illinois 61820
Dear Dl:, Brown:
I would Hke to tell you about Western a.s I eee it after having been here
for 12 yea:re and having known the university for 30 years. I came here
in 1956 when it was a comfortable little state college turning out good
teacher11 fo:r the state of Kentucky and anywhere elii!e they- cared to go.
We ha.d and still have an enviable reputation in the field of teacher
education.

In 1959-60 I became head of the Department of Education and about that
time our enrollment began to Increase by leaps and bounds and many
remarkable changes began to take place in the in11Utution. We have grown
from the 1960 student body of le1111 than 2,500 to over 10,000 this fall. We
recently were officially changed to a university and I became dean of the
College of Education. One of the departments in the College of Education
is Home Economics. Fortunately for me and for the department I have had
over the y-eara great interest and concern about the welfare of the program.
I still have this deep concern,
In the late summer we attracted Dr. Dorothy- Dunn to come as head of the
department. We have also broken ground this fall for a structure that
should give us great growth latitude in the area. Our job now is to attract
faculty and design programs suitable for an emerging university.
We are situated in a community of some 35,000 which I am not too happy
to relate will probably double in 11i1c.e in the next ten years. Bowling Green
is a wondel°ful place to live and work • • as it is now. This ls one of those
towns in which the university and the town belong to each other and there is
no friction between the two which Is a must unusual situation.

Dr. Esther L. Brown
October 13, 1967
Page 2

In the past the Department of Home Economics hae fit the quiet town
and the quiet area of Kentucky in which we are located. AU of this
i11 changing. The area is becoming industrialized and our Department
of Home Economics must expand Its programs to meet the increasing
and wider program need11, There seems to be no limit to the potential
for development except those of human limitations and the always slow
procuring of sufficient financial aid. iJ./e have been motit fortunate over
the past ten yea.re in this regard, l see no rea1wn tha.t this will change
although national conditions might affect us as it will everyone else.
What we :really need here
and carry them through.
of challenging situation.
be more than delighted to
Sincerely,

Tat0 C. Page
DE: AN

a:re dedkated people who can develop programs
l certainly hope you are interested in this sort
If you are, I know that Dr. Dorothy Dunn will
hea1• from you as will I.

I
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DR. TATE PAGE

Arkansas

School To
Honor Page

(

(

Western Kentucky University's
dean of the College of Education
will be installed in the Arkansas
Polytechn\c College Alumni

Associatiort's Hall of Distinction
at the school's bomecoming
, activities Saturday.
Blected to the honor is Dr. Tate
C. Page, who became dean of S
f Western's College of Education c

r int~:~ .atte~ded Tech I when it ):

I

was a junior college in 1927-30. A

! native of Muskogee, Okla., he

1

l

was an all-state tackle on the
football team.
Pag~ will be presented a
I plaque citing him as a
· "Distinguished Alhmni of ·

1

1

Arkansas Tech" by John Tucker,

of the school.
· Tate holds a B. A. degree from
Tulane University, a ,M. A.
Degree from the University of
Kentucky and the Ed. D. degree '
from the University of Kansas.
,

1

Before coming to Western, /
Page served in the capacity of ,
teacher, coach, principal and ~

superintendent of schools in s8

Arkansas,
Alabama
and
Kentucky and was line coach and e
assistant professor of physical ~

education at Tulane.

•

w

Park City Daily News
May 9, 1971

l

FJt~litarian Art

~, It'~ 1 known by some as "utilitarian
s_culpture" and its creator, Dr. Tale C. Page,
lia\ls it "the art of recycling." Both

by a clever artist.

'

Or as William Weaver of the university's
art department pµt it, "The components of a

~efinitions are correct in .their description of

given assemblage, when regarded as a

}>age's work: turning the useless into the
useful.
.
· Page, dean of the College of Education al
Western Kentucky University,· turns
tiiscarded pieces of machinery into artistic,

detached part, recall for the viewer a vestige
of our past technology. The assembled parts,
on the other hand, manifest an entity of
sculptural grace and utility."
~
Page, a native of Muskogee, Okla., _waS
. been a member of the Western faculty sinc4
1956. Before coming to Western, he served as
a'classroom teacher, principal 1 football coach
and superintendent in Arkansas schools.
'
His uutilitarian sculpture~• recently waS
on display at the university.
',

'tseful items.

--

, · Cogs, _tractor seats, gaskets and saw
'lades show-up in his candleholders, lamps

ilnd trays arid looking for the "junk" of which
~:is creati0ns are made· is like trying to find
~e animals hidden in a sketched !andscape

Page4

COLOMBIAN EDUCATOR - Dr, Tate C.
Page (left), dean or the College or Education
al Western Kentucky University, this week
presented a piece o{ his utilitarian sculptur~
to Cecilio Ortiz Delgado ol Colombia, South
America. Orllz, a director or a secondary

school speclalldng In agrkultul'AI •tudle,, I,
touring the Unlt.-d State, by lnvltRtlon ol the

Future Farmers

of Amt1rka 1 lndliurn

Chapter. lie I, ,•bltl'ng etlu,-tlon •ntl farming
facilities lu the •rea,

;;:,

I,

Jann~.ry l'), 1971

Miss Wilma Francis
Box 380
Lewisburg, Kentucky

42256

Dear Wilma:

I regret very mnch that t have been a long tlme in answering your letter,
but mu· sehool has been out and 1 have also been away from my office
because of Hurgc1·y. 1,uUJ respond to your lette:r in 0O1.ne d(·tail and ask
one°'' 1:wo othern to do likewise. I hope it will be of some help to you.
I vvill first give. yon rny notion of how one looks for personnel. I ha.ve
been :reasonably successful i.n selecting and n7.anaging people so I have
sorne :r'easonahlc notions of v;.rhat pffesonne.l qunli.flcations are.
_F'or instance, 1 h:1vc a SPl.yin.g that a good te0,che.1· la a good pe:eson. One
cannot poseibly be a good teacher and not be a good person. There ia no
such thing as a bad pr)J'flon who is a good teacher. So in hb:lng th() College
of Education staff who te2,c:hr;s your teachers, I look first for peClpk of
characte:1~ 1 integ:dtyi high idcrd.s and a willingnei::is to do two jobs for one
sala:ry. They lie''"'' to be totaEy dcdi.catcd, warn, hbrnan beings, who are
concerned with the welfare of others.
In addition to this l have five points that I cover in talking with any given
individual about coming to wo:d, for ·western. The same is applicable to
any job. F'irst, I talk to a rr.u:1.n in terrns of look.L·lg at the c0Lnn1.unity as
a place where his wife and family will be happy. l tell him if hl_s wife
and family arc not happy t!v,y ,1ag at him until h-, does a poor job and when
he does a poor job I will fire, hini. If the community is suitable for his
wife and family and they will lrn happy here, then be go to point number
two. In polnt number two, I reqnest he take a. hard look
staff members
who will be his colleagues. I inform each individual that he must like his
peers personally and respect them professionally. tf he can't do both he
shot1ld not come becanse he will have a frt1strating work Hfe and his job
will suffel', and sooner o:r later it will terminate in disaster for him. If
he feels his family would be happy in Bowling Green and he would be
happy with the people with who1n he would work then we go to point number
three. This deals with his supervisors, in this instance a department
head and the dean of his college, I tell hin, to take a. ho.rd look at the
department head and the doan, Talk to cve,·yone about these men. If he
feels that he cannot trust or have faith in the two of us he had better not

,,t

Miss Wilma Francis
Page 2
January 19, 1971

come because his whole professional success ·will be interperted by them.
So, he must have a great deal of faith in those to whorn he is responsible.
If he gets through nurnber three, I request he take a look at the university
itself and see what he thinks the university stands for and where it i.s
trying to go. If he does not agree, I suggest that he not come because we
are not gclng to change the university to fit his whims. Fie needs a job
that fits his needs rather than to fit the job to his desires. If we get
through nun1ber four SLtccessfu.U)', I go to nurnber five, and point five
deals with the fact that for one average national salary, which is what
we P"·Y here a.t Western, he will. be expected to do two full ti.rne dedicated
jobs. If be does not want to do this, it is not the place for hirn to come to
work.
You. probably wouldn't believe it, bt1t I have never had an individual that
did not respond favorably· to this. We hire on this basis and when they
get here I then have this to refer to at any tirne that l nu1st discusn with
an ind.ividu.:.:d his job perfo:~•:.-x1;1nce, This also ·works .for a superintendent
hirbig staff. It is too bad ·we don't use it rnore. It w·ill wo:ek in indust:cy
a.nd i.t will ·work anywhere.
J\,[a.y I rernind you again that I first look for good people----good, warm
hun1an beings ·who are concerencd, have character, obey the rules) work
hard and are hone et. Ii they .fi.t this bill. as good people, I then look at
their academic qualifications for the job. I do not look at their academic
qualifications first.
'Teaching is a deadly seriou.s bnsiness hecause the teacher is tinkering
with lives of human beings. We h,,ve an impact on them, we shape them,
and we should be worthy of the responsibility of shaping young people 1 s
lives. Those of us who arc not worthy should be fired.
I hope this is of some help to you. If you are over this way and I could
answer any further qtrestions I would be happ'i:"to have you come to my
office,

Sincerely,

Tate C. Page, Dean
College of Education
TCP:djl

Page receives .
award from j)~qj1-i,
administrator~
\

"

-Seven
Kentucky
school
administrators, including the
·dean of the College of Education
at western, received awards

from the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators at the
close of the group's annual

conference Tuesday.
Dr. Tate C. Page received an
award in

the

category of

u_niversity personnel frOm KASA
president Michael Speck of
Elizabethtown.
· Other recipients were Mrs.
Angie Chambers, McCracken
County schools, ih the area of
director of pupil personnel; Dr.

Martin :·L. Carr, Harrision
County, · superintendent; Mrs.
Ruth Rose, Wolff County schools,
ftnance officer; Edward Cline,
Atherton High School in
Louisville, guidance counselor;
Lloyd Sharp, Middlesboro High

School,

secondary

school

principal, and William Bolton,

Clark County schools, supervisor
in instruction .

•

E
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April 18, 197 3

Dr, Tate C. Pa.ge
Dean, College of Education
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Dear Dr, Pa.ge:
As I review the yea.rs you ha.ve spent at Western a.nd consider
your contributions, I think of three ae significant. These a.re not
your only accomplis !unents and probably not your most noteworthy
ones. However, a.s librarian and archivist, I especially appreciate
them.
The development of the Curriculum Materials Center, The
forerunner of this was the Teaching Materials Room begun in 1940
by Miss Margie Helm, Its sucessor 1a the Educational Resources
Center, which is indeed a valuable unit in the College of Education.
The initiation of the Kentucky Heritage Program. This reflects
your concern £or and interest in preserving representative examples
of the state's culture,
The development of hobbies, We need this reminder that
cultivation of hobbies is not only preparation for retirement but a
therapeutic device for malntainl.ng one's equanimity in today's
fast-paced society.
My best wishes to you and Mrs, Page, with the hope that you
return for frequent visits to the Hill.
Sincerely,

Sara Tyler
University Archivist
ST:mls
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A tribute
HONORED BY STUDENTS - Dr. Tale C.
_Page (right),· retiring dean of WeStern's,. .
College of Education, is presented an award
in recognition of his servic_e alld inspiration to
lhe field of education by David Wilkins, -a

•

senior elementary educafion major froJil
Central City and president of the Student
National Education Association (SN'EA).
Page, who has been a member of Western's
{acuity since 1956, retires i.~ May.
·
··

· KETV sets tribute to Tate Page·~i,J/j'
A tribule to Dr. 'rate c. Page,
dean of the Western College of

member of the university . !ion· Laboratory
faculty since 1956, will retire at; in 1966.

Education for eight years, will

lhe end of thls school yea:r.

be aired at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday
on Kentucky Educational
Television, Channel 53 in '
, Bowling Green.
Pagf who hps' been a

I

"

•

, "

CCEMREL)

Director of athletics anct

"The Tate Page Special" ,physical education and head
ieatur·es Page inlervi~wed by football coach.at .Transylvania
.Dr; Henry Hardin; deiin of College,in Lexington fro\11 19~6
academiC .•. services;·~- ;n_r.;_ to 1942, Page served as
Lynwood ·Montell, coordi_lJatoi; . cla_,ssroon\ ·~teacher, principal,of InterCUllural Studies'. --,.~n~·:··._._toQt~~U
coa~h, supefintendent
1

Chuck, Crllme~ interpretative·_ •• :and"college administrator for 20

naturalist ';lOd lecturer ·in years in Arkansas, Al3bama,
residence at western.
Louisiana and Missouri prior to
The program focuses qri coming to Western.
Page's years at western and his ,
life as a homesteader,
The last car on a freight
mountaineer and archaeologist. train, the· caboose, gets its
A native ?f Muskegee, Okla., name from "kabuys/' which
Page was named head .of originally meant the cook's
Western's · Department of • quarters on a ship. Freight
Education in 1959, dean of the tra:inmen sOmetimes cook in
College .of Education in 1965, t h e i r "cflbooses," so the
and director of the Central change from ship to train is
Midwestern Regional Educa~ not far-fetched.

j
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Monday
TODAY is Monday, May 21, the 142nd day of 1984.
There are 224 days left In the year. On this date In
1927, Charles Lindbergh landed In Paris, completing
the first solo alrpl~ne flight across the Atlantic
Ocean, On this date ·in 1956, the first hydrogen bomb
was exploded by the United States over Bikini Atoll
In the Pacific. Thought for TODAY: The mouse that
hath but one hole ls quickly taken - George Herbert
(1593-1633), English poet.'
·

Dr. Tate Page dies
RUSSELLVILLE, Ark, - Dr. Tate Cromwell
(Piney) Page, 76, former dean of the College of
Education at Western Kentucky University, died
Saturday in a Little Rock hospital.
Funeral will be Tuesday at Witherspoon
Auditorium In Russellvllle with burial In Hampton ,
Cemetery near Branch, Humphreys Funeral Home In
Russellville ls In charge of arrangements.
An Arkansas native, Page retired In 1973 from
Western and moved to Russellville,
·
During the past 11 years, Page Interviewed and

•

photographed hundreds of mountain people to record
their memories of chlldhood and previous generations, preserving the history of pioneer life In the
Ozark Mountains, He had a dally radio program and
wrote newspaper articles,
He wrote "The Voice of Moccasin Creek, 11 a book

based on his family experiences at Moccasin Creek
in northern Pope County, Ark,
In addition, Page promoted historical museums
and preservation of artifacts found In Arkansas.
Page earned his bachelor's degree from Tulane,
his master's from the University of Kentucky and hjs
doctorate from the University of Kansas,
He was on 'the coacl,ing stalls at Tulane, Atkins
High School and Auburn University. He was athletic
director at Transylvania College and at Central
Missouri State University.
Page went to work at Western In 1956 as professor
of education. He became head of the department and
then dean of the College of Education In 1966.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wanda Page; two

daughters, Mrs. Margaret Hodge of Knoxvllle, Tenn.,
and •Mrs. Sarah Jane Mock of Little Rock, and one
granddaughter.

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

College of Education

HONORING DEAN PAGE

To honor Doctor Page on his retirement from
Western Kentucky University at the end of this school
year, his colleagues would like to share with you
an opportunity to participate in one or both of the
following projects:
We hope to establish a Tate C. Page Scholarship
to be awarded annually to a promising young educator
preparing for a ·1eadership role in Kentucky education.
This project will partially continue the work to which
Doctor Page has devoted his professional life: helping
young educators.
If you would like to participate in
this project, will you please send your contribution
(tax deductible) to the Page Scholarship Fund in care of
Dr. C. Charles Clark.
There is a strong feeling among some colleagues
and friends (some in fields other than education) that
we should present to Doctor Page a tangible token of our
appreciation for his many years of loyal service to
Kentucky and to education in our state. The gift, to be
determined, will include the names of friends making it
possible.
If you would like to share in this personal
gift, will you please send your contribution marked
Personal Gift to:
Dr. C. Charles Clark
College of Education
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101

\

(Staff Photo by Kevin Eans)

. Building dedicated
KERN ALEXANDER, Western Kentucky University
president, speaks at a ceremony renaming
Western's College of Education Building In memory

of Tate C. Page, a former Western educator. At
Alexander's side Is Tate Page's wife, Wanda Page.

}),/U, &,-19-t-<;

MEMO FROM THE PRESIDENT

) Please complete necessary
action
) Please reply over your
signature
) Please prepare reply for
President's signature
( ) Please furnish information
for President's reply
( ) Please complete routing

(

) Please telephone
President's Office
) Please note and return
) Please read and advise me
) For your information
) For your files

TRIBUTE TO DR. TATE C. "PINEY" PAGE
'8, [3,€)-L'. J.
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~ er/ du:, 10 b.Z.( 1 .S ~ (. 'S

I APRRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE IN THIS
HISTORIC EVENT IN NAMING THE EDUCATION BUILDING
IN HONOR OF DR. TATE C. PAGE.
THIS JS IN RECOGNITION AND IN CELEBRATION OF
THE CONTRIBUTIONS THAT DR. PAGE MADE TO TEACHER
EDUCATION AND WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY.
I KNEW OR. PAGE AS A FRIEND.
PINEY PAGE rs A PART OF ALL OF us WHO HAD HIM
AS A TEACHER AND AS A MENTOR.
DR. PAGE \·/AS PROIJ~D OF HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
EDUCATION.
·~
HE \•/AS PROUD OF HIS FAMILY AND HIS HERITAGE.

7-1i .. :J/,)11--..

.!)J/&..

t>( t/15

ftl9e.1;S1..,~) "'PRo/Jle

LUi,9 J)D

Haye /ltJ .f,;-/;-urc..'1

DR. PAGE WAS A PERSON WHO LITERALLY SPANNED HISTORY
FROM THE OXCART TO SPACE TRAVEL.
IT WAS MY PRIVILEGE TO HAVE FREQIJENT CONTACT
WITH DR. PAGE DURING MY EARLY YEARS AS A
YOUNG SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR.

J-t.

'

.J

I

.L/

1;1()//t!F

If"' ,Jse,,D, ~e':'",'1 ~_,~a}c.c,//! .::_:;,.
1.Jbf Pclr A-lrtl!.f,tJ.1.,. 7",') f,//e-1~ /-!Erl--.:.1t'-·

I VISIT[~ \•IITHHIM~ HE ,/)TH ME OFTEN DURING THOSE
DAYS, AS HE DID WITH MANY OTHER SUPERINTENDENTS
ACROSS THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.
HE KNEW TH~MEMBERS OFMY BOARDS OF EDUCATION ON A
I

FIRST NAME BASIS, AS HE KNEW MOST BOARD MEMBERS
IN THlS STATE.
OR. PAGE v/ANTEO TO

KNOI,✓

HOW HIS FORMER STUDENTS

WERE DOING IN THEIR JOBS.

THAT'S WHY HE VISITED

WITH US AND CONSULTED WITH OUR BOARDS OF EDUCATION
SO FREQUENTLY.
ANOTHER CHARACTERISTIC

OF

DR. PAGE THAT ENDEARED

HIM TO SUPERIIITEND~NTS, OTHER SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS,
AND BOARD MEMBERS WAS HIS REGULAR PRESENCE AT KSBA
MEETINGS, KASS MEET! NGS, AND THE ANNUAL KASA
CONVENTIONS.
DR. PAGE HAO TO BE AN EXCEPTIONALLY BRIGHT AND
PERCEPTIVE PERSON.

DURING HIS WORK EXPERIENCE

AFTER GRADUATING FROM COLLEGE THAT SPANNED NEARLY
50-YEARS, HE SERVED ONLY TWO (2) YEARS AS
A SCHOOL PRINCIPAL, AND ONLY ONE (1) YEAR AS A
PUBLIC SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT.

DR. PAGE WAS OF THE PHILOSOPHYTHAT YOU COULD NOT LEAD
IN EDUCATION IF YOU SPENT ALL OF YOUR TIME BEHIND
A DESK fln,./-1,..,,.,.. o{ /-Lis .Po"le/JMs 'L Tl,,,vk "j?e{/erfs ch,; S,
,,Yf'l-lrrJ-Off.V'"-,; AJJD ?o/,f,c,·d,1$ )l/wa~5 l<v,qi,_) w~~f•5 WroY\7 °,1::t.___
.f:d Veil f I oJJ.

·.

.

HIS FORAYS TO VISIT PRINCIPALS, SUPERINTENDENTS, AND
BOARD MEMBERS WAS A REFLECTION OF THAT BELIEF.
DR. PAGE 1-JAS l•IIDELY KNOl/1~ FOR HIS \JORK WITH
EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN IMPROVING
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS.
I ACCOMPANIED DR. PAGE TO BREATHITT COUNTY
IN JACKSON, KY IN 1968 TO VISIT WITH MRS.
MARJE TURNER, SUPERINTENDENT OF BREATHITT
COUNTY SCHOOLS.
ON THIS TRIP HE ALSO CONFERRED WITH THE
PRESIOENT OF LEE'S JUNIOR COLLEGE.

HE WANTED LEE'S

TO SEND THEIR GRADUATES TO \-IESTERN FOR THEIR FH/.~L
TWO·YEARS OF WORK AND RECEIVE THEIR FOUR YEAR
DEGREE FROM THIS INSTITUTION.

HE WAS ALWAYS

RPOMOTING WESTERN.
ON THIS TRIP HE ALSO SPOKE AT THE LUNCHEON MEETING
OF THE JACKSON KIWANIS CLUB.
DR. PAGE MADE THIS TRIP FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXPANDING
WESTERN'S INFLUENCE IN EASTERN KENTUCKY.

I DID NbT KNOW UNTIL I MADE THIS TRIP WITH DR. PAGE
THAT HE HAD ANY MUSICAL TALENT WHATSOEVER.
ON OUR WAY TO JACKSON AFTER EATING DINNER IN
WINCHESTER, DR. PAGE ASKED ME TO FETCH HIS
BRIEFCASE FROM THE TRUNK OF MY CAR.

HE PULLED

FROM HIS BRIEFCASE A HARMONICA.
I ASKED, "CAN YOU PLAY THAT THING?"
HIS REPLY v/AS, "JUST LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE!"
WELL, HE PLAYED AND I SANG AS WE DROVE TOWARD
BREATHITT COUNTY.
YOU SEE THE LIKENESS AND HERITAGE OF DR. TATE PAGE
IN SOME OF THE BOOKS WRITTEN BY JESSE STUART.
COME RACK TOTHE FARM
MAN

\✓ ITH

A BULL TONGUE PLOH

MEN OF THE MOUNTAINS
MY LAND HAS A VOICE
THESE ARE STORIES ABOUT THE MOUNTAINS AND HILL PEOPLE.
DR. PAGE HAD A SIMILAR BACKGROUND.
'

i '

l,_,__l
/)

My concern for welfare of the nation came into shar?
focus after World War II. A graduate course for teachers
lent motivation to that concern.
It became obvious to ~e as
the course evolved that a nation that ci.ves little sicni.'.:ic3nce to its herit;:iae has little future wo::-':h'.' of cor:s:..Gc::-i.na.
An a9prcciation of the heritage of the nation seemed t~e
stabilizer so des9eratcly needed today in ~he ~ndivLdual.
in the home, in the com.munity, anC in t!":c n-1:.ion.
T~1e he:·ita9e
theme devclo;::ed tram an academic e:-:crcise, to a strong 2.c:.~or.oricntcd conviction that the ways of t!"le co.:-.-:ion peo?le 2.::-':'.! r:r:0
heart and soul of a country's her1:.aqe.

IgnoLed by the intellectual as too co.nJ.1on,
Passed over by tr.e do-gooder as too suf=icienL,

Common man stands alone.
He do~s not become a king,

Com~oses no gre3t ~oems,
Writes no significant books,
Paints no master?ie~es,
Splits no a~oms,
Leacis r,o conqucr1:1g arr.iies,
All he Coes is the \./Orld's >''Ot'k,
½aintains ci·✓ ilization's values,
Pays the n2.tion's Dills,
fights his countr~•s battles,
And gives stability to the social ord:er.

YOU REMEMBER THE SMALL THINGS ABOUT PEOPLE.
I REMEMBER THE SIGN THAT DR. PAGE HAO ON HIS DESK
THAT SAID:

' WHEN EVERYTHING ELSE FAILS, TRY

HARD WORK."
ROGER SMITH SUMMARIZED THE FEELING OF THOSE OF US
WHO EXPERIENCED DR. PAGE IN A LETTER TO THE

I
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In nl\ the yrars o( our lfrcs. now nnd
then it is 1::i\'en us to rnecl an in-

/

di\'idua\ \~hose f:-icn~h.!o v2.st!v
enriches us. The qualities· und oulstanding ch3racterisUcs of lhese
relaUonsbps vary widely from Lndividual to individual, but for
everyone the experience is
exhilarating, singular, and among
those closely-held personal tre.ssure.s
we hold i..n our hcart-5 and earn· with

{

us lhroU1;houl life.
For many peooie, Pinev Pnge was
such 0n ~x~criCnce: lof ~1 'rerson

didn't s:.:.1:c:;!y "'."\....1ow" ?incr - one
ex:pcri~';iced t:'..m. :,iy frienciship \-lilh
Q:cim lx•!;Jn uur:r.g my yenrs w1t.h the
C.::iurie:- Democral, and cxtcnol'<i unLil
his dc3lh, Jnd I ~un eternally srntcfu.l
to Di\'ine Providence lhat h!c introduced me lo Li:is oul':il:mdiag and
lo\'ab!c individual.
How cio vou describe a m:.n like

(

~

Piner Pag_~? He w.:1s so m:.iny U1in)-!S
lo so m:iny peopie, and I cion't think
anyone who l'\·cr t:ad L1c1r li\'CS
louc.:brd by him rc1r1uinL•d qullc U1e
$3me aiter the c~ocnencc.
I: is ccr. .ain t.l1~t fcncrJtions of his
students will mourn him; those nld
l'fOlllCS from the l~:i.rh· da,·s on Indi:in
and ~l0ccnsin Crr~kS wiil gnr\·c for
):im: U-wsc whose pro(cssionn\ duUcs
brou~ht lhcm into working
rc!.:1ti0:1:-hip.s \\1ll m1~ hlm.
I Ir w1-s ;in amh..1s...•;.ndor of pro~n.'~

l

who (ou~hl to •preserve tl:c o[d w;iys.)

i

ai~d ol~ \':.i}ues: he wns n prt1ponct1l o!)
caucauon. bo:.h (lirni:.i\ ,1rn\ nf life.
Ptncy ll\'C'd each d:1,· to i~ [1..l\('S!
extent; he loved p1..'upic. nnd judl'.cd
U1c.rn by \that U1cy carried in U1c1r
hearts ra U1cr lhnn by the dollars in
lhc.ir pockets. His [riend.s came [rom
all walks of life, nll stBlions o[
economic, sociB\ and cducnLionnl

bBckground. He sou~hl, and found,
gems of wonder nnd wisdom in the
c..tpericnc-es o[ U,c countless people
whose slories f~1scin:1led him. anti
which he carei1tl\)' ~rl'scr\'erl. and
shared wilh ;ill o( u.s.

Piney was more U1:1n a fo\klonst.\
more ~3n a lc::lchcr. more th:i:, a ( ·
mounuun ill.'.ln; he was a rcrositor\' of ;
lho.sc virtues and \'rllucs that l.'.~\'e \
birth to U\is c-ounlry. He was a in:at f
indi\'idunl1st. bclil'\·ing in lhc m1rth I
:-ind <lif:nity l1{ L~c c-0111nwn man: \ t't j
hL' ~\·:-is 11 ~!:amch j':ltrrnt ~rnd a !,::-~·at (
b\.'111.•,·cr tn :\n1enr:i ;ind :di :;.!\I.'(
st..:unls for.
Piney P.1)--'.t' w:1:- :1 i;cnllc bi:int ot n
man. who Lircd 1k:1tll ;1s ht: h.1d f:1cl'd
life - w1lh lH'ilOr. in11:1tl' di1:nit,· :iml

bre:1t failh nn<l

I

Cl1Urnf,!c.

-

·'

prouP to tx, :1111011~ those" ho\
tr,.•nsure-d l;is friends.hip, and ,qi\
;1m

C:1fT)' UH~lr IllCI\IMll'S (\(

him llllo thc

{:.iturc.

Roger Smith
RU:!.:!.l'l\V1ll('

I
/:

i

I

MY EXPERIENCE WITH DR. TATE C. PAGE WAS EXHILARATING.
IT'S ONE OF THOSE CLOSELY-HELD PERSONAL TREASURES.
THAT I WILL CHERISH INMYHEART AND CARRY WITHME
THROUGHOUT LIFE.
DR. PAGE LEFT A LEGACY THROUGH THE PRINCIPALS
•

AND SUPERINTENDENTS WHO HEAD EDUCATION IN KENTUCKY.
THERE ARE LITERALLY HUNDREDS OF USWHO WERE TOUCHED
BY THIS GREAT EDUCATOR.
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Dr. Page planning to
By MARTHA SPINKS

"Piney" Page grew up in the
Ozark Mountains and began
making his own Jiving at age 14. He
played football in high school and

at Tulane, where he was an
All-American. He later served as
teacher, principal, school
superintendent and football coach.
Seventeen years ago, Dr. Tate C.
Page came to Western as an
associate professor of education.

This year he retires as dean of the
College of Education, le,aving

.
retire as education dean

behind a legacy of permanent

achievement and warm personal
relationships.
Dean Page came to Western
during a time of rapid expansion,
and was coordinator of the efforts
to build the College of Education
when Western became a university.
"I'm one of the few people who
have had the opportunity to put
together a College of Education,"
he said. It was a culmination of his
dreams, he said, and "hopefully,
those of others."
Dr. Robert Sleamaker, head of

//e,(4-lr/

2-.t-l.:,

'

the department of elementary
education, said Page
"demonstrates an almost total
dedication to the welfare of
Western students." This is manifest
in his development of programs
and facilities. He was the moving
force behind the formation of the
Third District Film Library and the
Resource Center in the College of
Education, according to Dr.
Norman Ehrsman, interim director

people below him."
There are certain qualities about
Page which seem to have made him
a legend in his own time. By his
own confession, he is "not the
usual teacher." He explains that his
teaching philosophy springs from
relating to students the conclusions
he has reached from experie·nce.
"I've lived from th~ oxcart to space
travel; no generation will ever
experience this much change," he

~

tern's
uiversity
.J because
pro:

semea.~~. . s
yet been
,mmented;
:1ent looks

nore than
semester,
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of educational researCh.
Page's colleagues agree that he is a
man who gets things done. Dr.
Charles Clarke, assistant dean for
laboratory and field programs,
said, "He's a practical idea man;he
leaves the working out of details to
someone else." Dr. Kenneth
Brenner, assistant dean for
instruction, said, "He's the only
person I know who's gruffer to the
people above him than to the

'I

__ - _ --

Dr. Tate Page

In relating his teaching
experience, Page has ·formulated
"pithy little sayings," which his
students call "pagisms." "Bigness is
not goodness for man," and
"progress is change that's good for
man," are examples. His colleagues

. ·--Cont. to Page 12;Col. 3-

•
Dr. Tate Page plans retirement
-Contjp.!J.t\d f.:o.!'-1 Page I-

J

say that he uses such expressions as
«It's about ·as difficult as pushing
water up a hill with a wet noodle,"
"let's get '"the cookies down where
we can all reach them," and "Job
had boils but all I've got are
comedians."
A down-to-earth manner and
humorous illustrations are two of
Page's characteristics. "He has a
very contagious kind of humor,"
said Dr. Sleamaker. "He's such a
good judge of human nature. He
knows how to deal with people and

how to get the best out of them,''
said Dr. Lynwood Montell,
coordinator of Intercultural
Studies.
Sensitivity to others is also

characteristic of Page. Dr.

Sleamaker described him as a
"rugged individualist,'' but _added
that he knows no one who is more

sensitive to others. He said Page
"sets his own priorities and is
especially c·oncerned with
llld_ividual matters, yet he never
loses sight of the goals of Western."
The Bowling Green Public
Schools recentIY presented Page
with a plaque recognizing "the
educational- leadership, common
sense, and equilibrium which made
'pagisms' possible."
Dean Page feelS that the framing
of attitudes is most important in a
education.
He said that if
i student's
_____ ;;~·
-'

a student doesn't come away from
college with a "good, positive
attitude toward living and a deep
sense of devotion to his school," he
hasnotgained~hing. ~
Making Western a "heritage
center.. was one of Page's dreams.
He wanted to erect an authentic log
schoolhouse beside the modern lab
school. He felt this would help
young people appreciate how their
grandparents lived. "You can't
know where you are if you don't
know where you've been," he said.
Page said he has enjoyed "every
single niinuten of being at Western.
"It never occurred to me that I
worked here because it's been so
much fun. It's the sort of thing you
shouldn't be paid for," he said.
His optimism continues into
retirement. He plans to return to
his farm in the Ozarks and continue
his writin_g_and photography.

TODAY is Monday, May 21, the 142nd day of 1984.
There are 224 days left in the year. On this date in
1927, Charles Lindbergh landed in Paris, completing
the first solo airplane flight across the Atlantic
Ocean. On this date in 1956, the firsf hydrogen bomb
was exploded by the United States over Bikini Atoll
in the Pacific. Thought for TODAY: The mouse that
hath but one hole is quickly taken - George Herbert
0593-1633), English poet.

Dr. Tate Page dies

--57,,"l,/P;/

RUSSELLVILLE, Ark. - Dr. Tate Cromwell
(Piney) Page, 76, former dean of the College of
Education at Western Kentucky University, died
Saturday in a Little Rock hospital.
Funeral will be Tuesday at Witherspoon
Auditorium in Russellville with burial in Hampton
Cemetery near Branch. Humphreys Funeral Home in
Russel1ville is in charge of arrangements.
An . Arkansas native, Page retired in 1973 from
Western and moved to Russellville.
During the past 11 years, Page interviewed and

Partly cloudy
SOUTHCENTRAL KENTUCKY
- Partly cloudy tonight with a 20
percent chance of showers. Lows in
the mid to upper 60s. Partly sunny
Tuesday with a 50 percent chance
of thunderstorms. Highs in the mid
80s. (See Page 10-A.)

photographed hundreds of mountain people to record
their memories of childhOod and previous gellerations, preserving the history of pioneer life in the
Ozark Mountains. He had a daily radio program and
wrote newspaper ·articles.
He wrote "The Voice of Moccasin Creek," a book
based on his family experiences at Moccasin Creek
in northern Pope County, Ark.
In addition, Page promoted historical museums
and preservation of artifacts found in Arkansas.

Page earned his bachelor's degree from Tulane 1

his master's from the University of Kentucky and his
doctorate from the University of Kansas.
He was on the coaching staffs at Tulane, Atkins
High School and Auburn University. He was athletic
director at Transylvania College and at Central
Missouri State University.
Page went to work at Western in 1956 as professor
of education. He became head of the department and
then dean of the College of Education in 1966.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wanda Page; two
daughters, Mrs. Margaret Hodge of Knoxville, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Sarah Jane Mock of Little Rock, and one
granddaughter.
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In all the years of our lives, now and who fought to preserve the old ways
then It Is given ua to meet an In- and old values; he was a proponent of
dlvldual whose friendship vastly education, both formal and of life.
enriches ua. The qualities and outPiney lived each day to Its fullest
standing characteristics of these extent; he loved people, and judged
relationships vary widely from In- th.em by what they carried In their
dlvldual to Individual, but for hearts rather than by the dollars In
everyone the experience Is their pockets. His friends came from
exhllaratlng, singular, and among . all walks of · life, all stations of
those closely-held personal treasures economic, social · and educatlonal
we hold In our hearts and carry with background. He sought, and found,
ua throughout life.
gems of wonder and .wisdom In the
Fof many people, Piney Page was experiences of the countless people
such[ an experience; for a person whose stories fascinated him, and
didn't simply "know". Piney - one which he carefully preserved and
experienced him. My friendship with shared with all of ua.
him began during my years with the
Piney was more than a folklorist,
Courier Democrat, and extended until more than a teacher, more than a
his death, and I am eternally grateful mountain man; he was a repository of
to Divine Providence that life in- those vlrlues and values that gave
troduced me to this outstanding and birth to this country. He was·a great
lovable individual.
individualist, believing in the worth
How do you describe a man like and dignity of the common man; yet
Piney Page7 He was so many things he was a staunch patriot and a great
to so many people, and I don't think believer in America and -all she
anyone who ever had their lives stands for.
touched by him remained quite the
Piney Page was a gentle giant of a
same after the experience.
· man, who faced death as he had faced
It is certain that generations of his life - with honor, innate dignity, and
students will mourn him; those old greatfaith and courage.
cronies from the early days on Indian
I am proud to be among those who
and Moccasin Creeks will grieve for treasured his friendship, and will
him; those whose professional duties carry their memories of him into the
brought them into working future.
·
relationships will miss him.
Roger Smith
He was an ambassador of progress
Russellville
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Dr. Tate Cromwell ''Piney" Page, age
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76, died Saturday,

May 19, at the New Baptist Medical Center in Little Rock,
He was a retired dean of the College of Education at
Western Kentucky UNIVERSITY in Bowling Green, KY.
He was born in Muskogee, Oklahoma to William and Margaret
Tate Page on January 6, 1908.

He attended Arkansas

Tech Junior College and played football there.

He

earned his bachelor's degree at Tulane University where
he also played football.

He received his master's degree

from the University of Kentucky at Lexington, KY, and his
Doctorate from the University of Kansas.
He coached football at Atkins, at Auburn University,
and Tulane University and was Athleti~Director at
Transylvania College at Lexington, KY~t Central Missouri
State University in Warrensburg, Missouri.
He was a member of Presbyterian Church, a Past-President
of the Bowling Green,KY Kiwanis Club and served twice
as Lieutenant-Governor of Kiwanis Club's Division 21
of the Missouri -Arkansas District.

He was a

member of

the Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Delta Kappa Fraternities,
and the Order of Kentucky Colonels.
He went to Western Kentucky State College in 1956 as
Professor of Educaation, and became head of the DeparLlnent
and later in 1966 became Dean of College of Education.
He Retired to live in Russ~llville in 1973.
He is the author of the book "THE VOICES OF MOCCl\SlN
CREEK", published by the School of the Ozarks at Point
Lookout, Missouri.
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After his retirement, he became a regular contributor to
the Russellville Courier-Democrat and had a daily r;idio
program with KARV Radio

(Our Ozark Heritage) dealing

with the history and folk-lore of the Ozarks.
He was active in promoting historical museums and
preserving artifacts found in Arkansas, believing that
a knowledge of our heritage is important to all citizens.
This feeling was so strong that he appeared before a legislative committee to enlist their support in this endeavor.
This lead to the establishment of the Heritage Museum
at the University of Central Arkansas.
Survivors are his Wife - Wanda Mayfield Page,
2 Daughters

------------Mrs. Margaret Hodge
Tennessee

Knoxville, 1

Mrs. Sarah Jane Mock-Little Rock
1 Grand-daughter

Funeral Services will be held Tuesday, May 22 at 2:00 P.M.
at the Witherspoon Building on the Arkansas Tech Campus.
Burial will be at Hampton Cemetery near Branch by
Humphrey Funeral Service of Russellville.
The Family will receive friends at the Funeral Home
Monday· evening from 7-8:30 P.M.
Memorials may be made to the"Tate C. Page Scholarship
Fund at Arkansas Tech University~ tl1e Tate C. Page
Scholarship Fund at Western Kentucky University at
Bowling Greeen, KY, the American Cancer Society or
the Central Presbyterian Church in Russellville.

On behalf of the famJJy, we wish to express
their gratitude for your many kindnesses
evidenced in thought and deed.

RUSSELL VllLE, ARKANSAS

The Lor20 is mJI shepher20;
I shall not want.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures:
He leadeth me beside the still waters.

In Memory Of:
Dr. Tate Cromwell "Piney" Page
Born:
Died:

January 6, 1908
May 19, 1984

He restoreth my soul: He leadeth me in the
paths of righteousness for His name's sake.

Services:
2:00 P.M., Tuesday
May 22, 1984

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the
shadow of death, I will fear no evil:
for Thou art with me;
Thy rod and Thy staff they comfort me.

Witherspoon Building
Ark. Tech University Campus

Thou prepares! a table before me
in the presence of mine enemies:
Thou anointest my head with oil;
my cup runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me
all the days of my life: and I
will dwell in the house of the Lord forever.
TH£ TWE;NTY•THl,ofO PSALM

Ministers:
Rev. Dick Neelly
Rev. Howell Martin
Interment:
Hampton Cemetery
Branch, Arkansas
Arrangements By:
Humphrey Funeral Service

\tth~tic>.conciousni!s$ keintriguing·forces. in
tlet{.engender an in11ate tendency to be. creative.

tJiese· principles in ·physiciµ form he moves c1oser
·llidi~liual,. ·. . . . • . •

· .• . _ases

his

<

;.0' •

imagination.in .the. formqtmet!li
/it formal meaning to an ptlierwise chaotic array of
.~·Ol'he endeavor has been described by Dr. Page
}~y-qjµg," the result .of which imparts a renewed
:pttlll! and service for materials; The components of a
~. ~en regarded as a .detached part, recall for the
(:t>Uf J;)ast teclmology. The assembled parts, on the
les.t 1!n ~tity •of sculptural grace and utility.
Wm. Weaver

~.
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Dr. Tat.e c; P~/ .
College of Educa(
of the Board of . . . .
Central Midwest•(
Educational Lab
(CEMREL), ~ been•
the. Western Ke,\ltu~kj>·
faculty a.t Bp\'l'~ip,t;)
Kentucky, since 191$6?'f''
A native ·of.
Oklahoma, Dr. ~''..
h e a d o f t h'e,!cl;l'li.i,
Department of Ed~ · ·
became dean of ·
Education in :U!6~,2;
installed as a C ~ ~ (
1966. CEMREL, four-year-old non-profit organizatic>,$~
in St. Louis, is one of similar organizations set up·.~.
for the purpose of conducting research, diffusion
materials and multi-level educational problems. It is . ·
Department of Health, Education and Welfare al~
funds.
Dr. Page received the B. A. degree from Tulane Univ
was awarded the M. A. degree by the. Univeajty .~.
received the doctoral degree in 1955 from the Uni~,
He had become well-known throughout Kentuc~·
director of athletics and physical education and.J1•·~ ·
at Transylvania College in Lexington from 1936 µntil l,
· His experiences as a prominent educator inql1.1de Ii
director of personnel and admissions and head tqe; ,
Education and Psychology at College of tht1 ,
Arkansas, in 1954 and 1955, just before co~n ·
At both Tulane University froDl 1944
Polyt.echnic Institute from 1947. to 1948, he
coach and associate profe88Qr ofPl:lisical 11!11.\
He served as chairman o(c!tfie :,J)iv;i'1Qn, ol
Education, Central Missoutj Statii C<>IJefl!/W,
from 1948 to 1954.
. ..·.·.·.·....• < •.. · .. , ., . , , ...
He has also served as ~opur tea¢1!.et.iiPnti(ii; ·.
and superintendent in',Ar!cansas ~/Sllll.OQ'
archaeological research ai,nd.;;,aezyed ,i!i,s •llll .·. ·
field work. .
. ...·... ,..... •.·
Dr. Page is married to the former \\"anc!,fWllYJ\li,
have two. children, Margaret. Catherme an<l Sara•~@!'.!.•~;

M.!1

or
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W.H. Martin - publlahar
BIii Nawaom - adltor
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Piney' remembered

P

iney Page is a part of all
of us who have read and
heard his accounts of
pioneer life in the Ozarks
including the Moccasin Creek
area of Pope County where he
grew up.
Like the hardy stock he
came from, he took without
flinching about a year and a
half ago the diagnosis that he
had a form of cancer likely to
be fatal in a short time.
He endured without complaint the therapy prescribed
as his only chance. Only when
at his weakest following a
treatment did his smile begin
to droop - and even then he
encouraged those around him
not to feel sorry for him. He

continued to work on his farm
and to write "This & That"
until just recently.
Piney was proud of his
accomplishments
in
education. He was proud of his
family. And he was proud of
his heritage. There was
nothing to regret, he felt, after
76.years.
It was our privilege to have
frequent contact with Piney
during his last years as he
continued efforts to preserve
the pioneer heritage he
considered so important to the
moral fiber of the nation and
society.
We 8I)d others were pleased
when he was able to participate in an appreciation

dinner for him a year ago. It
was typical of his modesty
and sense of service that he
insisted an event in his honor
be held ONLY if some lasting
good for others would come of
it.
When the sponsoring groups
assured him that a scholarship program would result, he
calmly agreed.
We referred to him
previously as a historical
"bridge builder" whose
preservation of the past was
valuable to generations of the
future.
That's what he was.
Dr. Tate C. Page is dead.
Piney lives on his our hearts
and memories.

Farewell from Piney
There are occurrences that hold fast to your mind
regardless of the effort made to forget or at least ignore.
Such trawnatic experiences may occur anywhere at any
time, but this one is associated with a hospital.
It began on a sunshiny day in January. I took
advantage of the sunshine and
hauled a load of fencing materials
to the fann. It was one of those
times when you are glad to be
alive.
I made it home in time for lunch.
During the lunch, my wife looked
at me and said with some alarm,
"You are all yellow." Thinking it
might be my shirt, she brought in
another of a different color and
spread over my shoulders. The yellow did not go away.
She had to take our granddaughter to Little .Rock and
left a bit reluctantly. Feeling unexpectedly tired, when
alone, I sat in a comfortable chair and caught up on
some work that had been put off.
Sometime later, there was a rattling of the front door
and my daughter, who is a nurse, came in. She took one
look at me and said, "We are taking you to Little Rock."
It seems when my wife arrived in Little Rock and
casually mentioned I was yellow, things began to
happen. My daughter hurriedly came for me with a no
foolishness attitude. Before I realized what had happened, I was being pawed over by doctors, tested by
machines and a lot of my blow drawn as samples. It has
always seemed absurd that one big sample would not do
as we!J as so many srr: .2.ll ones.

The resuL was tlwt i was put in the hospital for
surgery early the next morning. It all seemed like a
dream and I was sure I would wake up and find it so.
It was not a dream, at nine o'clock the next morning
they wheeled me out of my room. Somewhere along the
way it all faded out of my "don't care" mind.
About 9 o'clock the next morning I was awake, I had
been rolled back into my bright sunshiny room. The first
voice I heard was the doctor asking, "Can you hear

me?"
I did not move or try to see him, but my mind said,
"Yes."
The voice continued, ' 1Your operation is over and was
a success."
Thinking I detected uneasiness in his voice, I asked
"Did you find any surprises?"
'

Dr. Tate c. 11 Piney 11 Page of Russellville wrote
this last year after learning of his illness.

His reply was strained, "We found a growth."
Myquestion, "Was it malignant?"
·
His very strained voice barely reached me as he said,
"Yes."
I heard myself ask, "ls it treatable?"
Again his voice barely reached me as he said, "No."
Again I heard my voice ask, "How long have I got to

live?"
His voice seemed emotion-choked as he replied,
"From six months to two years."
A voice I recognized as my own tried to comfort him
as I said, ''Don't Worry doctor, I'm not afraid to die."
He did not reply.
I lay in my bed very still wondering if this was really
happening. It was hard to believe that all of this could
happen in one day and night.
Time passed and with it my brain brought things more
into focus.
For some reason I did not go through the usual stages.
I never seemed shocked or wanted to deny having
cancer. Nor was I angry at anyone or at God. I was
never really depressed. I accepted it as a fact and my
mind began to 6 rope with how to deal with it.
I would awaken at night and have to think it through
before it was real and I could think of dealing with it. I
found myself look at the series of events as a spectator.
I honestly believe it was all harder on my family than
C:1 me. Later ! disccvered it was m.ore difficult for my ~
friends than for me. One of my friends said, "Don't you
blame God for letting this happen to you?"
My reply, "I have lived 75 wonderful years for which I
am grateful. I will be much busier in the time I have left.
I don't have time to spend feeling sorry for myself."
After a week in the hospital, following surgery I went
home. We were talking of going to M.D. Anderson in
Houston for a second opinion. My recovery from surgery
was rapid. My body seemed to respond to my need to get
back to work.
In Houston, there was encouragement. In less than
three weeks, I was taking radiation treatment and
picking up my work where I had left off. Hope springs
eternal in the hearts of man.
-PINEY PAGE

,

'Pagisms'

Pagisms

_ to appear
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around your navel.

this week when "Pagisms"
begin appearing On our
editorial page.
Page, retired dean olthe Western Kentucky
University College of
Education, formulated the
•,pithy little sayings" in
relating his experiences to
students.
The students dubbed the
sayings "PagismS."

Daily

directions is discouraging.Ior those of.us who

Freedoms lost through legislation or

revolution are seldom regained, and thel1 only

When a people's herOes are destroyed, their
· stabalizing institutions, the home, the church
and schoo"ls weakened and leaders
· discredited as soon as chosen, that nation has
· ~ome upon evil days and its future is in
jeopardy.
/

, As long as the so-called rights of the
criminal are more important than those of the
'law'abiding victim and _the society to which

1956 and retired in 1973. He
and his wife live' .near
Russellville,· Ark.
Those who already know

'. he contributes, law enforcement agencies are
·paper tigers to be scorned and ignored.
1 The young-thinks he's old, the old thinks

about Page's "Pagisms" .

, he's young. He's' that in-between hero that

will find his latest sayings
as entertaining as ever.,
Those who ·have never
~ h~a!'d a_ "Pagism" are in
for a-surprise.
.

, -

What the world needs is insurance against
·ignorance and selfishness. ·

love our country.

' :Page came to Western in

Ews May

The greatest destroyers of our freedoms
are the promoters of deficit spending.

.•

- Trying to celebrate the bicentennial with
our heroes belittled, out heritage slighted and
our leaders creating chaos by riding off in aU

You'll see what we mean

:. reniains unsung. ·

with bloodshed.
There can be no losers among those who
have done their best.
,

'

I

a

.

'

'

-

Evet\ mistakes may become assets if you
~ea~n enough from them.

A disagreeable disposition may not bother
its owner but it will upset everyone els~.

....

,

; 'It is a discouraging reflection on our
leadership to listen to their soapbox

proclamations destroy tlie. nation's necessary
~nstitutions in an effort to attract personal
!attention.
·
·

Pagisms
Pagisms
_By TATE C. PAGE

Pagisms
N.ru-J'ATEC.PAGE

ByTATEC.PAGE

DEM* Jl,~;\lilg l:Ji'¥heY.llle 1i,ii6the fat

Know what a "Pagism"
is?
It's a short saying that only Dr. Tate Cc Page could
think of.

ail

Pagisms

ByTATEC.PAGE
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~ome of us rush through our lives trying to

bmld a better world and never have time to
try the-one we have.
A ·House committee votes to ban easily
concealable handguns but would let others be
manufactured. This may lead ·to a style
change_ amorig the criminal element: baggier
pants.
·

When the right of choice is withdrawn by
legislatiori or proclamation from the.majority '.
of the group
A dictatorship exists.

By TATEC. PAGE

Dai y

s;,~j-Jir lifeV\l ndtfori-ln\@t adjust to zero
population growth; The sooner this. ~int' ,is
reached the higher the standard of livmg can
remain.'
, For a peopli, to ~ely .on four per·cenf of the
population to provide food and fiber is either a
strong vote of confid_ence for the farmer or
i_gnorance on the part of the nonwfarmer.
In a world in which freedom-is a luxury of a
few natiOns and _a small percentage of the
world's people, it is discouraging to note_ how
many of those free•flirt with the'Ways to lose
,that freedom.
·
There's nothing wrong with this country
that hard work, paylng your bills and minding
your own bllsiness wouldn't cure.

ews May

9, 197

Unc1e Joe, _a moun1ain m~m m every sense
of the Word, said a ma·n should never get more
tha~ a d8y's walk away- from home.

How long- and to what extent Jilay a society
sponsor deviates without weakening the
gr_..,oup eno_ugh to threaten survival?

.

It would seem--~eii.sonable .for situations to

~ be as ~rr_itatin~ to the mi_nd 3:s,_ ce~tain sub*

stances are to the body. :

:··;,/ '' - '

.

: -~

,· -\i·-: .·•"··.

Iri the environmental threat ·--to man the
psychological climate is more lethal than that
of the physiological.
'
We ha-ve changed from a country where
everyone millded his own business to.a nation
:'-where 'everyone meddles in other folks' afw
'. fairs:
1

T-o be learned, reading must be a pleasure.

Pagisms
By TATE C. PAGE

.

· Daily' News March 10, 1975
Nature's plan of maturation stiould set the
pace .of education.

•

Desirable attitudes are those that aid
society in its efforts to survive.
Peace, like war, includes the desires of
mofe than one nation.
A sage may know no age, but an age may
know no sage.
To dislike another is a luxury no one can
afford._

Pagisms

In dealing With the itldividual or groups,_ if ·
harmony is to result there must be values that
are common.

The good life can not be bought on credit.

The same do*gooders that seek to stop the
, destruction of birds that spread diseases and
destroy· tons of grain push for -give-away
programs to feed the hungry of ~ther nations.

A something-for-nothing philosophy creates
a fool's paradise that can only end in tragedy.

The only thing our contemporar_y liberators
liberate is other folks' 'money.

ByTATEC.PAGE

I(yo\J work f~r a man be enthusiastically
loyal to him or be honest enough to quit.
,
One of the shocking experiences had while
traveling in Europe was to discover we didn't
invent the log cabin or the covered bridge.
Some fine examples of each were seen in the
Alps.

Pagisms
By TATE C. PAGE §//Cf)
The only thing in our so-called melting pot
today is the lat of our leaders and the future of
the nation.

/
Nothing destroys the confidence of the
people mor_e than leaders who ride madly off
in all directions, each loudly proclaiming, "I
am the way, follow me."
There are only two ways, the hard way and
dole.
-

" If you don't understand what you read
. perhaps if's because there's nothing to understand.
It takes a lot more effort to make a
. comeback than it does to hold on in the first
place.
The greatest enemy of democracy and its
freedoms is deficit federal spendinJ!.
-

Pagisms
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Pagisms
o·

Dru;fgerfi

cropw ailures_, an
ard times
drove, millions of families off the land to
further glut.our sick cities, add hoards_ to the
unemployed and increase dole by billions.
The end of fhis tragedy is not foreseeable. It
would have been better to pay a living wage
for the production of food.

There's the immature notion in thi~ ·country
that the good guys always win. History proves
rather conclusively that this is not true but

th:;i.t victory g~:ies to those with the resources
a~d the will to win.
Drea~ers occasi_onally catch a -glimpse .of
something good but more often their im·
practical visions. are a burden t0 us all.
Most folk are more concerned with what
others owe therp than with 'what they owe
others,
·

Voters haven't changed much in the last'so
years. Then votes cost in cash one dollar
each. But no:w votes cost billlons in deficit
spending.
I

It ,is said winners take all, but it might be

ByTATEC.PAGE

By TATE C. PAGE
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Termites eat from within and eventually
1~ ve only an .outside shell of a once-strong
timber.
·
_H~an termit_es in a nation also bore from
Withm and eventually only an outer shell of
pretense ~overs the inte!'nal we3kness.

A granddaughter, age 3, said, ''Don't frown
. at me. I want to be happy, and I want you to
be happy." ..
.
Out of the m~uth of babes ...
A nation or town that thinks prosperity
comes with numeric'al growth is due for a
rude awakening.

. It is an illuSion .to assum~ that an increa~ing
birth rate -and a decreasing death rate
re_J>r~e_nt_progres~-~ · . ·

Pagisms
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added, they have to in order to ca·re for the
,asers.

There's one good thing"ab~ut electing an old
~an to office, he will not live long enough to
become a difficulMo-remove fixture.
, Quiet but determined loyalty to moral and
ethical principles will be your life's greatest
asset.

If you believe there is something for·nothing
you should try· paying the bills.

.

,

The farther people get from the soil and'
na_ture, the more unrealistic they becoine.
Lea_ders ~ho continue t~ give the Voters;
more ~nclmore of something for nothing are
not !nends of freedpm.
One doesn't need all the answfrs. All one
needs is an honest approach to the J!obl.ems.

ews

arc

,

They can help you, but they are not mind
readers.
·
Fools of all ages are cut from the same
cloth.
·
Only the patterns are different.

Some us have been told:
You can't help being dumb~
But y~u could stay at home.

It is amazing how many people have the
answers to other folk's problems but can't
solve their own.
,

Discipline is not something we want, but it
_,. is something we ·desperately need as
individuals and as a nation.

Pagisms
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It is /iiJn"{,u:f
if ~ou can't go first class stay at home.'
This rule would keep most us at home
And this has merit.

in. orrnerhack

1/6

fJ

6

·

A long time ago lead was added to gasoline
and the price of gasoline went up. Recently'
gasoline without lead became en:
_vironmentally desirable. Unleaded gasoline
is now available. Right; it costs more.

'()tv

')/1?/?"

"Voices of Moccasin Creek"
by Dr. Tate C. Page is now out
'in · paperback in an edi~ion
illustrated by Charles C.
Crume, Kentucky artist and
naturalist.
Dr. Page, retired· dean of the
College 0£ Education at Western
Kentucky University, had the
book copyrighted in 1972. The
446-page paperback edition is
printed by the School of the
Ozarks Press, Point Lookouf,
Mo., and copies are available at
the College Heights Bookstore
at Western.
Crume is a member of the
faculty of the Department of
Physical Education. and
Recreation at Western. He is
widely
known·, for
his
lithographs of Kentucky
animals, insects, birds and-.
flowers.

e~s

Have you shared your hopes and dreams
with your friends and those for whom you

work1
·

It is said honesty is the best policy. But it .
may not be ii you say what you think about
your boss and lose your job.

DailyTews °)/2776
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'Voices' printed
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A man who can't handle his own family
can't handle other tough jobs.
To be successful~ in school, one must be
motivated, have SQme. intelligence and put·
forth the necessary Eiff9rt.
The lawless are no·longer the targets of the
courts. The_people are their _victims.

What you do is what you are.
In the production of the plenty we worship,
more problems were created ,than solved.
The l}Otentlal for education is set by human
limitations.

Pagisms
D
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Researchers hav~ ·recently discoYered
something most of us already knew and that
is poor people have the largest families.
There are two probable reasons. One is
many lar~e families are on dole support. And
the ~ther 1s B:nyone that isn't poor with a large
fam!ly soon will be.
.

Pagisms

Pagisms
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Man builds and man destroys as though his
creations Were children's toys.
The energy crisis hasn't gone away. It's
receded mto the background before emerging
for a longer and more severe crunch.
·
An old timer said if you pay what you owe
and owe what you pay, you'll be in good
standmg every day.

By TATE (.PAGE

Dai_ y
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Too much pushing of the children by
parents or teachers destroys the security of
the individual both at home and in school,
But too little assigns him to a bleak future
Civilization and a sophisticated Value
system are inseparable. Man has not learned to live in a world of
reason.

Pagisms
ByTATEC.PAGE

Ill
· It's interesting to note how the rights of the

non-smoker are catching on; but one:'wonders
when the rights of the non-pet owner will
receive similar consideration.
,

Dai y ews
1J]le
,
It's amazing how many small-caliber
politicians Jet a little flattery convince them
they are large-caliber Presidential material.

It is said thathonesty is the best policy. But
it may not be ii you say what you think about
your boss and loose your job.
Never has this nation so desperat~ly needed
leadership that is concerned with the welfare

, of the n~~~-1:1 rather than _s~lfish purposes.

, Pagisms
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Pa~isms
The

more

government

and

other

, organiz~tions grow, the less responsive they
, become to the will of the people. ·

Pagis"!ls
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Boats and people ''show ,their, leaks when
loaded.
'
,

Time moves on with or without Us. -

)1/

ByTATEC.PAGE Ji',
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The use of herbicides and pesticides made it
possible to produce the food for an increasing
population without lowering the standard of
living. When these poisons can no longer be
used the population numbers or the standard
of living must go down.
When a group is large enough to be self.
sufficient, increases beyond this point
decrease the quality of life.
Some say we've come a iong way but others
remind us we've a long way to go.

Obeying a poor 11/W doesn't make ii good,
and breaking a good Jaw doesn't make it bad.

I ' ''• ,

. ,,.

You don't have to spend it all today; you
may be
'around tomorrow..
·
!
' .
As

one' grOW·s Old~r, one do:e:s, ~ore and

more planning and
less and' less -real' 'work. '
.
.
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A book' is a look through the eyes or'

someone else.

Pagisms"
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Discipline is not something we want, but it
ls something we need as individuals and as a
nation.,
The blind leading the blind isn't so bad The
ignorant leading their kind is worse. But the
ultimate in absurdity is when the blind lead
, those who see and the ignorant lead those who
,aren't.

•

Were it not for the weather, 8Uments and
children, a Jot of folks would be hard put for.
something to talk about.
A nation so tolerant of the diverse that it
·can haVe .no common values, no common
purposes,~po comni.0ri sense of directi~n and
no common desire to pay the harsh pnce for
greatn,_ess 1 Call not remain the leader of the
world against peoples more wilJing to bite the
[bullet:

i. Congressional_ investigators and the media
have something in common besides being
common. Both act and sound like a pack of
"hounds chasing a lox. Each is trying .to be
first to reach the victim. Too bad the bleeding
hearts are not as concerned with human
•victims as they are with the fate of the lox .

Pagisms
Pa~isms
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w !j
There seems

' / . ')

I:,

ByTATEC.PAGE

to be a contest between

Congress. and juries to determine which can
give away the greater sum of other folk's
·money.

,

')/:J//?t,.

_/_

If credit is ·given where credit is due, y9U
won't find yourself so often in the stew.
When government has d,me all it can for
- you, additional demands result in
government doing something to you.
Even though we created the machines, it's
disconcerting to have them do our thinking.

•

'The Voices of Moccasin Creek'
.
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Book- recommended .to scholar and general reader

Daily NEws June F\
THEv'OICES OF MOCCASIN
CREEK. By Tate C. Page: Point
Lookout, Mo., of the Ozarks
Press, 1976:. Copyrighted, Tate
C. Page, 1972, Paper, 446 pages,
illustrated. $5.95.'Reviewed by
Dr. Lynwood lljontell, Head,
· lntercultural and Folk Studies,
Western Kentucky University.
When Dr. Tate C: Page
retired from 'the faculty of
Western Kentucky University in
1975, he left behind a progeny of
students . and friends rarely
, equalled in the annals of higher

N76
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Frankfort on several occasions continues to' do so wider the Creek a'ncestors, never left him. seemed, rather tragic that my
in 1973-74. Always I was amazed capable administrative reins of From his book, The Voices of children had little or no concept
at tl,e number of sincere per- his successor, Dr. J. T. San- Moccasin, Creek, it is easy to of how their parents,· grandsonal greetings he received defur. But the positive marks discern that the Jove fort his parents,
and,,
. greatwhile there, not to mention left by Tate C. Page, like, the,. childho9d home and people, and grandparents had lived. It was
those encounters with former · marks made by his ancestors on his appreciation for a vanishing· important to this great country
students and old friends along the Moccasin Creek landscape, way of life, dominate much, of as well as my children that the,
the route at every stop.
will be seen and experienced at his thinking and writing,
ways of those hard, working
He came to Western in 1956 as Western ,for years to come. ,
In the Foreward, he wrote: ancestors not be lost ... The
a faculty member in the
Page1 was a, child of the "Moccasin Creek was begun heritage theme developed from
Department ofEducation; ttJen, Ozarks, and his independent, - largely as a factual record for ' an academic , exercise, to a
upon the retirement 'of'. Lee free-wheeling and sometimes rpy chil4ren . so that this, strong action-oriented conFrancis Jones, Page became stubborn character traits, heritage might Jive. in their , viction that the ways of the
head of the department. When typical of his pioneer Moccasin hearts and minds. It had common people are the heart
Western achieved ' univerlsity ,

arid sou.I of a country's ness belongs to all of us who
heritage."
gaze in reverent ignorance of
Charles T. Crume Jr,, in- our forefathers."
terpretive naturalist at
I have beeri to Moccasin
Western, and the person who Creek and have viewed firsketched the many illustrations sthand the Page artifacts which
for this publication, wrote:- remain on the culture landscape
"Raised in an isolated in this remote section of the
wilderness section of the Ozark - southern Ozarks some 30 miles
Mountains, "Piney" Page north of Russellville, Pioneer
faced, as a child, the same roads have all but 'perished and
environmental challenges of the buildings are squatting on
pioneer. The stories of a family
Continued on Page 32
carving a home in the wilderColumn 7, This Section

education across the Com* status in 1966, Dr .._.Page was

monwealth. I was privileged,to chosen as Dean of the, College of

travel with him to the State Education, Under his leader-

Department of Education in ship the college flourished and

:, :'rhe"'io1c,137'i1Pf
· -· · Moccas,n
·· · · Creek•·':
B,ai,ly News June
ontmued From Page 31

J

facts are obscured beyo_nd

•rotting supports or have retrieval.

within the white fuotlritairi

people's world. It is a book that

:.decayed entirely before ,the

His book contaills the moSt

contains stroies, in which are

'relentless onslaught of man and
;11ature. Although a · federal
iforest preserve now engulfs
,mos,t ,o_f the Moccasin Creek

' complete description of frontier
life and times I have read. This
is , the ·type material which
provides grist' for er

deeply embedded supet'stitions
beliefs, and customs of· th~
mountain people. In short·, it is a
beautiful description of a harsh

;watershed, no ef~or_ts h~ve been

vironmfnt3I folklorists and for a~d demanding and sometimes
1

ta~en to preserve the pioneer; . local and regional historians. It
hfd '\YI• of the are.a: When the ' · contains detailed descriptions
ol er former res1dehts of of all the buildings that made up
:~i;;,ca~fym ~fi°e!r3rehegone-and , the, mountain farmstead; ol
history will close ils l~d are- ec_o~omic. ent~rprises such as
this frontier venture ne~:~ ~~ ' ;illm~, tr~ppmg, goat he rd ing;
b~ reopehed · ,. '
'' ven ippmg cattle ·to rid the
Tate ·C ··Page · the l t ?re~tur_es of ticks; ,of cultural
remaining· person 'capable a~f 10st•tuhons such as mount~in
recaptu:ing the spirit: .cit the
~ducatio~ and famtly

cruel, way of life. The narrative
moves too slowly .at tirhes, but
generally the reader is carried
forward at a nice pace, It is n.ot
:.it~~~~~rl~nr·i~:ri;,:i~~~~i~·
trimmin~s are missing.:Yet, it
1s the kmd of book .that the
scholar will find 'tnost useful
and the general reader will find
utterly fascinating. 1 I recoil)'
,hM1.omcscealsfm Careepkroexdiusctetnceo,fanad oth~~ ~l.ay~:::.~ o~ :i;stle!~i mend,strongly The. Voices or
db I f
Moccasin Creek to all readers
'homesteading experience there,, ;:mut~!tiia~~t;~n/."~\01
:
and
urge young people to digest
00
when he was 10 years old has
:
its contepts if they desire to
0 t • •
d
,caught3.visionoftheneedioset
n arnrng I~dtan legea s, understand more fully the
the record straight before the Iegend ' of bu,ried treasure and nature of their links with the
-- .
egends dealmg with conflict soil.
.
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THE HANCOCK CLARIC

j The problem basically Is l
}the attitudes of parents an

}teachers toward work, and the
· pass on to Youth regardingwor

and programs that prepare ·yo
for work.
My. I _suggest most st~ngJ~that ,t is high time we began
at lhe first grade level to teach
the worth and dignity ofall use..
lid work.
The hour is late but it will
~ later tomorrow, if tomorrow
comes to the world we know.
The National Advlsary Council on Vocational Education
created by Congress In 19118
wllh Its 21 members appointed
IU' the President has spoken
through 5 repotts.

HAWESVILLE, KENTUCKY
Each serious minded Ameri-

educational scheme.

Report 4 dealt with local support, state plans, lack of Jederal Initiative, etc.
Report 5 - this report examines the forces that have mincharwe your programs.
imized the import or the four
Hopefully, lhese reports will' previous reports on education.
The councils mood is one of
affect attitudes and educational
'.
impatience, but senses the ITlOO<I
programs.
Significantly, report one dealt of the public ls punative toward
with lhe National attitude toward education.
In report 5 the cooncil asks
vocational education as 11 a system designed for someone the question u1s anyone listenIng to the voices of the peoelse's child."
Report 2 dealt with federal ple?"
To the forty million elemenfunding to reduce the now of untrained intounemploymentpool. tary children who need career
Report 3 dealt with employ- orientation.
To the 7 1/4 million ·that
ment as an integral part of the
can should read them.
If those or you here today
are seriously concerned with
lhe welfare or this coontry you
should study lhem and let thelJI

'

\
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seek jobs after graduation.
To the 750,000 high school
and college drop outs, virtually all withoot marketable skills.
To the 2,000,000 returning
veterans, the unemployed re.
suiting from changing technology, the highly motivated
employed below their potential,
the inmates of our prisons.
In a talk re~entiy to 200
college level educators I
stressed "give all the schools
back to the people or look
elsewhere for money."
I have given you my own
thinking and the thinking or
others regarding the educational need for a program emphasis on the world of work.

You are moving In the right
direction In yoor program !lit
I would strongly recommend the
theme be extended both downward and upward.

My I give you some of the
thinking I have used In Washington and out or state speaking regarding world of work
emphasis in the public schools.
No change can take place In
your educational programs, Or
anywhere 'else, unless there is
a deep attitudinal feel or the
need for action on the part of teachers,
administrators,
parents,
and children.
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Wes'tern s Dean Expr,~sses Strong Views· On Education
Dr. Tate C. "Piney' Page,
Dean of Western Kentucky Uni.;

Is in the administratiOlldepart-ment or Western UniverSit,y.
verstf.y was in Hancock County
They were entertained at
Friday, as guest of HancOCk lunch as well as other inyited
County SchOOl Sup8rintendent, guests, Clifton Banks, 'PrinciBill Frallcis. He was accom- pal of the High School; William
panied by Dr, Gene Farley who, H. Buck. Principal of Hawes-

ville School, and 'the Clarionreporter.
Dr. Page's conversation with
the reporter was natl.lrally on
the subject of education, which
is his "life interest. He has
strong, positive op~ons of what

education should be and that no and so-called qualifications. He
· one' in the w_orld should expect said, •.-1 want to know what they
to ·get something for n0thlng, believe in,--and I want them to
He pointed out that the.edu- believe!!'
catlonal program in this
·He insists, he stated,thatany
county, has for centuries fol- man he hires, if he comes from
lowed the concepts of European another area, must bring his
education programs. That he wife and children along, and es.said 1is a· mistake. The old tablish themselves in the comconcept that education wa·s onlf munity in which they will work,
to learn, to be a so--call in- and mali:e them happy. He sai9,:
tellectual is false. He said "I don't want men who haveunteaching must ·get across· t11e happy wives at home. If their
significance of the lmpoitan<;e wives are unhappy, they will
of learning as it should be di- have to go home every little
rected to students as a mea[\s while and hold their hands to
of making a living,
~
keep them content" "I can't
He strf!ssed that ~tudents~ have that."
different abilities and that thoSe
He asks new employees to
of simple nature should be look at the staff with whom they
tallght subjects that would he~lJ will be working to see if they
hem in a., simple way of lif,. can like them persona.Uy and
They are the ones who neep admire them professionally. U
and would be more happy In one doesnotlikehisco-workers
vocational classes.
,,1,
and admire their ability then,
The complex ones he said Dr. Page said, he will soon beshould be given more comp1eX come negative. "When they
studies, He was firm though turn negative," he stated, "I
in stressing'' that a teaching _ run them off!".
staff ·should never let the more
He also pointed out that an
"able" ones be lazy aOO rer employee must agree as to who
·main with the simple groups, :1s "boss"--and agree within
that he or she should be push; himsetr that he is responsible
eel, or. they would be a greai · to that person, and that he must
loss to themselves and to th• · respect him. If the employee
World. However, -he said, onf! does not respect the one in
who ls not "able' shou14 charge his attitude will become
never be pushed into the morr ,negative and he will bea failure.
complex groups. · "U they are
He also tells his .p.ew emyou will have human wreck~ ployees to'take a goo:! look at
age• , he said.
·
l
the institution in which he will
Dr. Page talked much of hfi work, · look at its ideas and ask
thinking on the hiring of pe0-i himself if he will be a credit
pie. In his work of course 1t to that h1stitution, will he help
would be teachers, and or prO-, or hinder?'
fessors.
· 1
He pointed out that in the
He said when hiring he look"! teaching profession there is
ed for character., not degree, one national average in salaries
1

·A BIT OF HUMO~-Dr. Cene !Farley apE)arently had an amusing point to make as he
. conversed with his "boss", ~an of jWestem University, Hancock County School_Super,.
lntendent, and other membe" of the Hancock County SchOQl System, Friday. They
,, are, left to right: Hancock County High SChool Principal Clifton :Banks, HawesvlUe
School Principal Wllllam Buck, Dr, Tate C. Page, Dean of Western Kentucky Univers. ·', tty, Hancock County Sul)erltltendent ·em Francis, Dr_.. Gene Farley, Administration De• partment of Western University, and Btu BI"OWTI, Instructional Supervisor of Hancock
County Schools.
-Clarion Photo.

1

and that is all they should exThis definition ls mine and
pect. He expects them to think leaves _one with the question
of their work as a full time job "better for what?"
and to be fully committed. He
The obvious answer is, betsaid, "We can't buildgreatness ter to be of use to himself,
without dedication."
3nd more important by far, is
He said when he finds what that he better serve the many
he has employed one who fails, worthwhile ~ social groups of
he calls him in and they discuss which he is a member.
what caused the failure. If it, Examples of these essential
cannot be corrected he lets him groups are:
go. He does, however, he said, the home,
do au he can to locate him the church,
in another field or area where community civic organizations,
he can be productive and a patriotic citizen of the na:..
happy. His outstanding point
tion,
was that happiness in work,
One cannot be useful to any
produces results.
of these groups unless one can
Dr. Page, a truly self-made carry his share of civilizaman, today owns a farm and tions' load.
farms it himself. He said that
This implies he mtist make
was to keep-him humble. ms a worthwhile work contribution
nick-name ''Piney" was told to and receive a living wage_ for
me by Dr. Farley. He said himself and his family.
Dr. Page's farm in on Piney
Unless this vocational slgniCreek and he had been called ficance is recognized we· will
Piney for years.
all continue to be taxed to support those who cannot or will
The two professors attended not cope with their work ena Hancock County Board of vironment.
Education meeting that saine
It has been said; and l sup-afternoon and after listening to port the concept. that ·man
plans for new school facilities makes three slgnificarit decisand renova~ion of ?t~ers they ions in life.
p~omised to use tbeir influence
The first- choice of the moral
with th.e Kentuc~ Department of and ethical concepts and standEducatrnn, to gam approval tor ards by which to live,
plans . already formulated by
The second - choice of his
Superintendent Francis and the life's work.
School Boa rd _
The third - choice of a mate,
EDITORIAL NOTE: Dr. Page
It is unbelievable how little
• u b m It t e d th e following attention the people's schools
views to his frie nd ' th e have given these decisions,
Hancock County School Sup~
If you are willing to take
erlntendent, some time ago.
time to l)Onder the problein
THE WORLD OF WORK
you will find most of the human
An educational experience is wreckage in this community and
one that leaves the learner bet- in this once truly great nation
ter for having had it.

have resulted from individuals
unable to cope satisfactorily
, with one or more or the three
critical decisions or life.
If this be true, and I'm convinced it is, it would seem
high time ,'le in education come
to grips with these enemies or
humar\ satisfaction, and df:stroyers of the nation's greatness.
There is no point in launching a haH-hearted educational
attack on these problems unless each of you honestly believe we can and have identified the enemy and you do, and
will take the time to plan and
act
U you believe, as I do, that
it is the job or all education'
to aid each person achieve individual satisfaction, and group
status, and thatthismaybedone
best by aiding the individuiil to
learn to cope satlsfactorilywith
the three suggested baste problems or man, we can plan an
attack on one or· more of these
enemies of man.
' May I give additional proof of
the point of view, this time from
others.
Governor James A. Rhodes
in his book, Alternative to a
Decadent Society, emphasizes
that when a society begins to
degrade work that society is
beginning thE: process or roL
He lists as danger signals
in our society - unemployment.
Welfare, and lack of salable
skills,
GoVernor Rhodes. found In a
stu.dy ·or 57,116 sophomores and
juniors from 205 high schools
(Continued on Page 14)
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right and our differences, ifany,
would be the ''bow to do it."

In the school year or 1965-66
in Ohio the following was true:
Entering the first grade - 100
Enterq the 9th grade - 95 lost
5
Graduating from
76 - lost 24

that 72. 6% desi~ed vocational
Entering college 32 - lost 68
programs,
My own studies have indicat- Returning second year 23 lost 77
ed no less than 2/3 of those of
Returning
third year' 21 - lost
high school age would profit
most from a harmonious )jend,.. 79
· ing of general education pro- Graduating from college 14 grams and vocational oriented lost-86.
The Governor gave the colIearni~s.
Possibly_ some or you have lege a good share of the blame
heard me emphasize that our for perpetuating the educationpresent programs oC education al snobbery that is inherent in
helps about 1/3, hurts about I/3, the subject centered programs
and the other 1/3 are neither of Colleges and Secondary
schools.
helped nor hindered.
, The governor's work based ' He strongly urges those of
on quoted studies confirms my us in education to become student centered and goal centerthinki~.
1n Ohio 90% of the youth can- ed in program planning for more
not present skills the market· functional learning.
It is my conclusion the new
will buy,
As high as 90% of those who move toward educational acregister in the Ohio unemploy- countability will force all of
ment office are untrained un- us to take a harsh look 3t our
responsibilities to the people
skilled, and unemployable,•
Some lines I wrote five years that pay our salaries, for results in terms. of all the child,ago may help.
ren and not j.Jst the 14 · out of
-We have outrun sound,
Harnessed the cOmplex - and 100 that finish College.·
1f you are serious abrut the - ture_.
· awesome power or the atom
To me it would be educationExplored the moon,
' educatiooal crisis ill this coun-,
try, rea(I the Eight Year Study, al tragedy for a democracy to
But.are unable to develop
Educational programs that aid and Orville. Young's study Vo- end up with two systems of pubcational Courses for College lic education, one respeetable
th_e young,
'
and the other considered for
Become useCUl to self and Bound.
Both · studies will reassur~ second class citizens.
socity.
U is" ironically tragic io give
'· The governor blames the ed- you regarding those who have
ucational system at all levels, had such courses and success- work, which made this country
great, second rate status.
not the teacher and education- fully are going to college,
My conclusions are-A group making a study of
al leader, and maintains the
Kentucky's
edlcational
system
First -; That all useful work
!:>YStem Js unable to change because of intellectual snobbery will soon make recommenda- is honorable and worthy of educational attention and emon the part of a few both out- tions, probably as follows:
First - A task force be ap- phasis by all teachers at all
_Side and within the schools,
levels o( education.
. 50% of those entering Ohio pointed to study in depth, the·
Second - That there are to be
educational
needs
of
all
the
colleges will not complete the
program or develop marketable people of the state, and the world of work pr'ogram.5 in edskills, Wt will develop negative programs or education from ucation done by someone,
Third - My conviction is,
attitudes toward the school sand nursen, school through higher education.
·
it would be a great educational
society.
Second - Extension of the vo- tragedy to let this segment
The Governor believes that
only educational commitment cational programs to meet the of education be developed outand action can save thi$ coun- needs or an the people, and that side the public schoolS.
Fourth - All public school
our present trade schools betry,
It !s my conviction he is come more oriented to beyond students need world of work
orientation, half or more need
high school youth.
Third - That career educa- to ~evelop the attitudes, skills,
tion be made a part of both habits and knowledge necessary
elementary and secondary edu- to make a living.
cational programs,
Quoting from an address
Fourth - Guidance be made given 1,000 social workers in
more relevant to the needs of 1970 in which the threats to
all the students.
man were being emphasized,
Fifth - That buSiness and in- (quote): "The problem or the
m.isiry beCOrile riicii-e involved non-functionals ii, the social
in these programs through ad- order is a threat to both the
visary councils.
social order and to great num- seminar participations,
bers or individuals,
-participation in program,
It is the responsibility of
-aid in program planning,
the public to work with the less
- cooperative program of shared functional and the non- functionresponsibilities
al as hard as with the most
-and other relevant activities. able.
Sixth - That a comprehensive
There's 20% or the working
information system be de- age group unable to cOpe with
veloped reflecting man JX)Wer their environments, including
needs and educationa.l programs jobs."
reSpo'"iicf aCCOi-Oi:,g.Iy to th~
In the same_ speech I quoted
needs of the people.
some 'lines I entitled· Killer.
Seventh - That the· problems ••The economy can afford dole,
and programs ro·r rural Amer- The social order cannot.
ica be studied and updated. Psychologically,
Eithth.:. That- leaders be pre- It is an initiative killer,
pared for these new ventures Destroyer of human dignity,
in education. and that emphasis Reducing the recipient to slavbe given to preparing leaders
ery,"
for the rural areas.
There's no searcity of work.
One other quote, this time
In Kentucky there's millions
from the Encyclopedia of Edu- o( acres that need reforesting.
cationa.l Research:
Enough to keep all able-bod"PrOp:mentS or the, vilrioos· led,- Unemployed males of Ken, acts risk making over-general- tucky workirlg (or the next 25
lzations, but they tend to be- years.
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high school

lieve that ·a) the American high
school has failed in its denu>cratic purpose, that of serving
all Americans, (2) secondary
arid higher education persist
in aligning to an aristocracy of
tear~, a cleavage of general
versus vocational education, a
built-in casualty rish (or dro~
out~, (3) occilpational programs
take an unnecessarily longtime
to complete, ( 4) for many Americans the curriculum is an impoverished one, (5) the basic
role of vocational education
should be more than the training of persons for employment,
and, finally, (6) numerous
Americans are ·unemployed because of lack or opportunity for
preparation." 0509)
World ol Work Programs
Nothing in today's world has
so much potential for human
success and human tragedy than
our ·attitudes toward, and programs concerned with the world
ol work.
Either the public schools will
rise_ to this Challenge or be bypassed and there will be a parallel system, probably federally
· developed.
The one thing rm sure or is
that the OCcupationa.l educational em(itasis is going to be done
by someone now. and in the fu-
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